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Siana and Eva Paz (left) and Rainbow Rover (far right) look on as another man, who didn't want his name used, cooked breakfast Saturday near Clam Beach.

omeless people in the Arcata area include HSU students,
families, hippies, Deadheads, the employed and the
unemployed. Arcata officials look for an alternative outdoor

site to the one near Clam Beach, where facilities now include a

kitchen, portable toilets and recycling bins. Page 9.
Protests planned
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Yowre invited to our Telecommunications Exposition
and Symposium.
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Join us at the Eureka Inn on Tuesday, September 29
from 9 am - 4 pm
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Featuring exhibitions by major telecom vendors
and
A Symposium of 8 telecom workshops:
¢Basic Telephone Issues®

eAdvanced

J

Telephone Concepts®
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Fees:
Expo---Free!
Symposium:
All day $50 (includes 6 workshops and lunch)
Half day $30 (no lunch) / Single workshop $20

RSS

y

Space is limited, so register by
phone or mail today!
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Mastercard and Visa accepted

Return this coupon to: STS e 904 G Street ¢ Eureka, CA 95501
Please check choice(s

[__] Check Enclosed

Charge tomy
Card number:

Signature:

[[] Mastercard
:

([_] Visa
Exp.:

@ Residents whose houses overlook Clam Beach want homeless
Page 9.
relocated.
@ Hemp Fest West organizers and protesters are set to square off
Page 9.
Saturday.
@ LP plans to extend effluent pipe and cut chlorine use ; Surfrider
is caught off guard. Page 12.

SCIENCE
@ Humboldt Bay marshland that became pasture will become
marsh again. Page 17.

CURRENTS
@ A former student's class project ends up a full-fledged guide book.

Page 19.
@ “The Good Woman of Bangkok” shows the oldest profession in an
eerie light. Page 21.

SPORTS
@ Freshmen four finish fourth — HSU crew guys surprise the big boys.

Page 23.
@ Tenacious trackster turns to cross country and chooses fo run in
the redwoods. Page 23.

CALENDAR
@ What's up? Find out on page 31.
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CAMPUS
Students plan teach-in, walkout
@ As many as seven CSU campuses
|
{;

Scheduled to speak in the
Quad today

and tomorrow are

HSU Vice President
for Student
Affairs Edward “Buzz” Webb

and

Arcata

Mayor

Victor

Schaub respectively.

Several faculty members and
asministrators are taking part
in a teach-in and walkout organized by some members of As-

sociated Students.

Jason Kirkpatrick, HSU’s rep-

resentative to the California
State Student Association, has
asked people to speak to students

on

the Quad

noon and 3

between

p.m.

The speeches will inform students of the effects the recent
fee increase will have on HSU

and the surrounding community.

“A lot of people might not
realize how budget cuts affect
different people on campus,”

said anthropology senior Elizabeth Ellegood.
Ellegood helped Kirkpatrick
chalk messages on campus side-

versity.

Sonoma has planned a oneday teach-in for today but no
walkout.

walks yesterday encouraging
students to attend the speeches.
If students have classes between

noon

and

3

Sacramento State planned to

distribute

p.m.,

and the role of the CSU Board of
Trustees.

well worth your while to miss
them.”
Rachel Pena,

é

ment

senior,

pamphlets informing

students about the fee increase

Kirkpatrick said, “It would be

child develop-

Faculty secure for spring

Most CSU campuses have
some form of protest planned,
said CSSA Chair Angelo
Whitfield in a telephone interview from Sonoma State Uni-

and protest budget cuts systemwide.
(UMBERJACK
STAFF ——SCSCSCSC~C~;7«<C

Sacramento's

A lot of people

A.S. is

plan-

ninga rally on

ealize — ingSpiteOct. build.
eectieg tke Mightnotr
14.
NOw budget cuts

chalkedinvita

tion to miss
class for the
event.
“Iwould like

tohearhowthe

ie

on’t

know

OF

people
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said.
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different
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faculty are taking this,” she

3

in in June.

have planned rallies and teach-ins for
today and tomorrow to educate students

By Heather Boling
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(A.S.
“We
dehaaias
information
source on that

day,”

said

Elizabeth Ellegood

Karen Pearson,
director of arts

Anthropology senior

and sciences at

——i———_—

enough.”
The goal is not only to get
“students, administrators and

people who use this campus involved,” said Kirkpatrick,a selfdescribed governmental hypocrisy senior, “but to get the community involved.”
Kirkpatrick said the CSSA
came up with the idea ofa teach-

Sacramento
State.

San Francisco State plans to
show videos and give lectures
most of today, with a march to

the State Building planned for
tomorrow.
Other CSU

campuses

with

plans to participate in the statewide event include Los Angeles,
Northridge, San Diego and

By Robert Britt
EDITORIN CHIEF

Veteran professors in the CSU who have received layoff

notices may have jobs in the spring, but there are no guarantees for next fall, Chancellor Barry Munitz announced last

week.

“I have said no one goes this spring, and any letters that

may have been sent to tenured or tenure-track faculty will be

rescinded,” Munitz said after a trustees meeting last Wednesday.
“But in all likelihood, letters will have to be sent out in the
first part of March for next year,” he said.
But the money to back up Munitz’ statement has not yet
been allocated, said HSU Vice President for Academic Affairs
Manuel Esteban.
“We have not received confirmation of money from the
Academic Recovery Fund for spring,” Esteban said, referring
to money the CSU allocated to campuses to rehire teachers
and reinstate classes this semester. HSU received $1.177
million from the fund, which Munitz released before the state
budget crisis was settled. Esteban hopes the amount will be
roughly the same in the spring.
In its September newsletter, the California Faculty Association praised Munitz for his cooperation with the CFA and for
making the bold move to release the Academic Recovery
Fund in August.
Esteban and HSU’s President Alistair McCrone also received good marks for their handling of the budget crisis.
“The tenure system means that you ought to be free from
layoff unless there’s an extreme budget crisis,” said Michael
Goodman, Academic Senate chair.

HSU laid off eight tenured or tenure-track professors, and

only one was not rehired or reassigned.
The state’s 8.8 percent budget cut to the CSU has forced the
layoff of about 1,200 staff and faculty systemwide.
— The Associated Press contributed to this report.
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Founder of SF mime troupe to teach class at HSU
By Michelle Van Aaist
LUMBERJACK STAFF

The distinguished gentleman with resonant voice,
ray hair and beard wears a faded blue chinese jacket.

e places a sole tomato, purchased from a friend at
theHumboldt County farmers market, in his jacket
ket as the photographer shoots from several angles.
“How about this one?” the man asks, and offers a
frontal shot with his index finger stuck up his nose.
R.G. Davis, founder and director from 1961 to 1970 of
the San Francisco Mime troupe, will teach aclass at HSU
entitled “Text to Image/Image
to Text.”
“People

are inundated
with

d presentations,” Davis

“This class will talk about images and text in such
said.
a primitive way so that youcan manipulate both ends of
them quickly, see how they function and get a better
handle for the complexity of the mediums.
Most audio/visual presentations include one or two
slide projectors and someone narrating from the back of
the room.

“Often people who produce these (presentations)
have no idea what to do,” Davis said. “You have to deal

with both mediums equally,”

Davis displayed his ability to combine text with images at the “Life of the Automobile” production put on
by the theater department at San Francisco State Uni-

versity.

“We used slides and projections in an interesting
way. We experimented with images that were meaningful along with narration,” he said.
“People who I would like to come are people who are
in the need of making slide shows for their classes —
biology, ecology, natural resources, humanities or art
majors that have to give presentations,” he said.
Realism is the key in helping viewers to understand
the images they are seeing, Davis said.
“I advocate that you don’t set people up to see something they can’t,” he said, “Show thema black and white

PAUL OHNERSORGEN/ THE LUMBEJACK

R.G. Davis, founder of the San Francisco Mime Troupe shows his sense of humor.

person can see the shape of the
hotograph, then the
shot that you may not see
color
ird rather than a vivid
in nature.”
“I want people to tell a story with pictures — even if
it’s stick figures. The point is to find out what images

a

will roll and what you are going to say with these

images,” he said.

The course will meet Oct. 2,3,9,and10, and the fee is
$50.00. More information is available at the office of
Extended Education at 826-3731.
PisssU
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Scholarships, aid promised to students
™ Computerized scholarship services

attract students by promising thousands
of dollars in financial aid.
promise to find students thousands of dollars in “unclaimed”
scholarships for a fee and deliver little more than a list of
financial aid programs and
scholarships.

By Brandye Alexander
Escalating college costs have

left some students willing to try
virtually anything to get money
for their education, but those
considering use of a computerized scholarship service may
want to think again.
According to The Chronicle
of Higher Education, suits have
been filed against agencies that

Jack Altman, HSU’s assistant

director of financial aid, warns
students to be wary of agencies
guaranteeing
scholarship
money.

“I’ve never seen any indica-

tion that those (scholarship ser-

vices) have helped anyone at
Humboldt,” he said.
Two major studies conducted
in the 1980s by the College Scholarship Service and the California Student Aid Commission
reported private scholarship
companies were ineffective.
Altman said most of the listings they give are outdated or
students are not really eligible
for them.
Altman said most of these
companies were started by
“people trying to make a buck.”
Lisa Burton, public relations
director for Tuition Finders, defends the service.
“We are very up to date,” she

te wae
said of the gear
a
ates
which
A
.
sources
30,000
are Bo of
financial aid office counselor
doesn’t have the time to locate
the sources of money. Tuition
Finders will, she said.
Burton said that while some
companies are frauds, Tuition
Finders is not. Most of the agencies being sued don’t offer refunds, Burton said in a phone
interview from Riverside, Calif.
Tuition Finders offers refunds
in the form of a $250 savings
bond and promises to match students with

at least 100 sources

after students fill out a questionnaire and pay $89.
The Scholarship Resources
Division of More Better Marketing (MBM),a Eureka-based company, operates on a slightly different philosophy.
“We try not to take the place of
the Financial Aid Office, but to

READS

©

OY
,

70)

be an extension of them,” said

Operations Manager Bill Shivers.

MBM, a

self-proclaimed

“time-saving effort for students,”

uses
a national database through
Academic Guidance Service.
Students receivea packet with
a listing of at least six sources,
scholarship information and information on applying for federal aid fora $36

rocessing fee,

reduced from $69.95 because of
the budget.
The fee reduction was implemented “to help people try to
find more financial sources to
stay in school,” Shivers said.
Altman said the largest and
most successful programs are
already well known: Pell grants
and Stafford Loans. Approxi-

mately 3,500 HSU students received $14 million in aid in 1991-

92, two-thirds of which were

from these programs.
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Ombudsmen solve
problems, acts as liasons
By Jilayne Jordan
TUMBERIACK STAFF _

ie Hot Dog

If you’ve gota problem, take two ombudsmen and call me
in the morning. But due to the budget crunch, HSU is plumb
out of them.
Associate Professor of philosophy Michael Goodman and
Professor of nursing Linda Anderson, HSU’s two ombuds-

"¥ eGranny Goose chips
“4 °320z. soda
“ eFootball ice cream bar

| $2.50

(during Mon. Night Football
only)

men for the last couple of years, have resigned from their
positions.

i

9/14-9/30

SAVE 10% - 40%

Goodman and Anderson both accepted the job on top of
teaching their full-time class loads and working on other
university a 00g Goodman is the department chair for the
tudies Department and chair of the Academic
——"
nate.

Because of budget cuts, ombudsmen will not be a paid

See Liasons, page 6

Associated Students
wants you

10% DISCOUNT
on purchases of accessories OR repairs!
(with Student I.D.)

OUNIVEGA
TREK
Come in after Sept. 23rd
oy,

for the latest information on

the latest bikes and accesories

- straight
from the shows -

BICYCLES

“The Bicycle People”

2811 F St. + Eureka

on
7 DAYS

443-9861
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Study explores students’ attitudes on sex
@ The HSU psychology department

conducts a study on sexual behavior
among dorm_ residents.
sors who conducted the study.
“Second was what was their attitude toward condoms, and
third, what kind of risky sexual
behavior did they practice.”
An AIDS and risky sexual behavior knowledge test was given
to 180 dorm residents who volunteered for the study.
The average score was 90 percent.

By Russ Anderson

-

For most students, liv
the residence halls is their
first
experience living away from
home; for some it’s the beginning of their first sexual experiences.
Astudy conducted by the HSU
psychology department in January set out to understand stuBut the test results also showed
dents’ attitudes
towards sex, spe- only 48 percent of the students
cifically their attitudes toward
were actually using condoms
condom use and preventing
during
activity, she said.
risky sexual behavior.
“They would flunk the behav“We were interested first of all ior test but get an ‘A’ on the
in the knowledge of risky sexual
knowledge test,” Wieand said.
behavior of the students at the
The study found that students
dorms,” said Lou Ann Wieand,
were embarrassed to buy and
one of the psychology profesuse condoms.

The study also dealt with a.
ing to change attitudes toward
condom use.
The 180 students were divided
up into three groups led by fellow students.
One group tried to change attitudes through aninformative/
persuasive approach, thesecond
group attempted to eroticize
condom use and the third group
communicated with people who
were HIV positive.
Wieand found all three approaches had significant results,
with 72 percent of the students
who participated in the study
rting use of condoms.

“In general there was a shift,”
she said. “The shift wasn’t in

(510) 841-1037

SAN FRANCISCO
166 Geary St., #702
(415) 391-8407

HSU named ‘best buy’
In U.S. News and World
Report’s 1993 edition of
“America’s Best Co.

“” HSU

was recognized as
t Buy”
among regional colleges and
universities in the west.
“The honor is a tribute to our
faculty, staff and students,” said
HSU

President

Alistair

McCrone in a press release.
The survey explored 1,373
four-year institutions, 558 of
which are regional. According
to the magazine, regional colleges award more than half of
their bachelor’s degrees in pro-

fessional and occupational disciplines. Many provide programs offered by state universities.

Despite two years of budget

cuts, HSU has continued to demonstrate that learning is the highest priority, McCrone said.
Five criteria were used to rate
each school: academic reputation; the ey
of the student body; school
funding of
high quality, full time faculty;
spending level per student and
student satisfaction. Satisfaction

knowledge, but what really
changed was attitude towards
condom use.”
Wieand plans to do a follow
up study with the samestudents
this semester.
She plans to take the knowledge gained by the study and
write training manuals for other
campuses to follow.
The study may also be used to
furnish information to condom
companies
so they are better able

to develop advertising and marketing campaigns aimed at stu-

dents.
Another program initiated in

the resident
halls is called “Sex
on the Lounge.”
Michael Barker, Residential

&»
BADD

Director of Redwood and Sunset halls describes the program
as being “like a Donahue type
program” where people ask
questions about sex.
The men are separated from
the womenand
both write down
questions for, the

lot of questions concernin

condoms, like, ‘does it offen
you to ask for a condom?”

oe»
BADD

ie

marie

te sex

on pieces of pas Bi
28 said.
Barker acts as the moderator
and presents the male questions
to the females and the female
questions to the males.
“We get a lot of questions
about ‘what feels good’ and
‘what position feels good’,”
Barker said. “But we also get a

Beret

Bicycle Riding & Racing
Road Bikes, Mountain Bikes, BMX Bikes & Roller Blades

LONDON

Redwood Acres

OSLO
TOKYO
NEW ZEALAN
BALI

was based on freshmen who

on the paved *% oval track

Every Thursday Night 6:00-8:00 pm

FREE

No Admission Charge

FREE

A safe controlled place for recreational riding & competitive

graduated within five years.
HSU received recognition by
having the lowest current-year.

training. Pace-line & pack
line track on dirt for BMX
you correctly fit your bike
comfortable riding, racing,

tuition among top
ranked
schools. Out-of-state fees
at HSU

were used for comparison.
HSU wasalso laced in Money
Magazine’s “College Guide
1998” under the “Worth a Special Look” category.

training by licensed racers. Single
racers. Mechanic on duty to help
for more efficient and
touring & commuting.

For more information call The Directoré:
(707) 839-8296 / (800) 995-VELO (8356)—National

“RSVP”

Redwood Sports Velo Promo

Commuting / Racing / Touring

P.O. Box 275 ¢ Eureka, CA 95502

SELF-SERVICE COIN OR CARD

i

i OUNGE

-

Open
7 Days
622-8713
16th & G St. - ARCATA
S48-8986
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Liasons: solving problems
°Continued form page 4
position anymore, Goodman
said.
The role of ombudsman is
vital to HSU, Goodman said. It’s
also a role that many people on
campus don’t even know exists.
Ombudsmen ee a humanistic way of bridging problems that occur on campus in a
confidential setting, said HSU
President Alistair McCrone said.
They attempt to resolve personal or business conflicts between people on campus
Goodman said.
“We try to get the two

parties

together
and talking toeach other
respectfully
and
openmindedly,” Goodman said.

The ombudsman’s job is to lis-

ten and talk to the person filing a
complaint and get the person to
write a subjective statement
about the conflict.

“We try to get the
two parties

together and
talking to each

volved and hashit out ina informal setting with the ombudsman overseeing the meeting.
“Ninety-eight percent of the
timeit works outin the first meeting,” Goodman said.
If the two parties cannot come
to an agreement they can write

letters to, or go see, deans, de-

other respectfully
and open
mindedly.”

partment chairs or grievance

MICHAEL GOODMAN
former Omubudsperson

The ombudsman then works
with the other party/parties involved to hear the other side of
the story. It’s not justall hearsay,

Goodman said.
The person filing the complaint is asked if they are willing
to meet with the other party in-

committees, Goodman said.
“I generally like people and
like working with students, and
Ihave an interest in the way the
system works on campus,”
Anderson said.
“More than anything, you
have to be willing to listen to
both sides and to be willing to
suspend judgement,”

Goodman

said. “The ombudsperson
doesn’t decide who’s right or
wrong, they can’t judge.”
Several people have already
applied for the open ombudsman positions, McCrone said.

The
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Woman Reader's
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- Sat: 10- 5

Bookshop |

Richard Brooks makes a leather neclace to sell at the arts
allsthe
who make
tson the Quad. Brooks,
and craffair

223 Second St., Old Towne
Eureka, CA 95501

| Sunday: 12-5

HEATHER BOLING/ THE LUMBERJACK

leather goods he selis, is originally from Washington

2 doors down from Chocoholics

State. This is the second year he has travelled to HSU.
e

crafts fair will continue through Friday

Special Orders Welcome

HOWARD

.

HUGHES MEDICAL INSTITUTE

PREDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIPS IN
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
1993 COMPETITION

Welcome back. We'll just
list some of our more
recent titles for now, and later

do more in-depth reviews, as

well as giving you an idea of
what our expanded periodical

selection holds.
Possessing the Secret of JoyAlice Walker $19.95

Fellowships are for full-time study toward the Ph.D. or Sc.D.
degree in cell biology and regulation, genetics, immunology,
neuroscience, or structural biology, as well as biostatistics,
epidemiology, or mathematical biology.

FELLOWSHIP TERMS
e $14,000 annéal stipend
awards,

e Three-year initial
with two-year extension
possible

@ $12,700 annual cost-of-

neon aed
you Sater ie 8 eae trees
nite (ea
inatethe eatery,
plants below, hanging

fents

potted

.

education allowance

ELIGIBILITY
elf an M.D./Ph.D. student:
e Less than one year of post-

baccalaureate graduate study
in biology:
college seniors
first year graduate students
M.S., D.O., D.D.S., D.V.M.

not in a funded program
@ No citizenship requirements:
U.S. citizens may study

abroad; others must study in
the United States

students or professionals

e Application deadline:
November 6, 1992
e Awards announced:

Susan Faludi $12.50
ein the Abeence
of the

¢ Fellowships start:
June 1993-January 1994

early April 1993

“Good food and lots of it!’’

Sacred-

Jerry Mander $14.00

MAUS IiArt Spiegelman $12.00

we
eat 67 HS 6

Hughes Predoctoral Fellowships
National Research Council Fellowship Office
2101 Constitution Avenue
Wi ashington, DC 20418

Telephone (202)334-2872

Snuein
tal taoags lane Gal meet ey on ree

The Howard

Medical Institute welcomes aj

from all
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Enrollment

CSSA chooses new
board leader

TOFU SHOP

1902 fall
marks the
third
year
of record

The California State Student
Association chose a new leader
for its board of directors.

rote

The new CSSA chair, Angelo

Fee payments due C
The 40 percent fee increase
approved by the Legislature
early this month is now being
collected.
Fee increases are $186 for fulltime students (6.1 units or more)

and $108 for part-time students.
Payment can be mailed to the
Cashier's office or placed in drop
boxes on the second floor of the
Student and Business Services
building. Payment can also be
dropped off at the window outside room 209 in Siemen’s Hall.
VISA, MasterCard and checks
are beingTo
and should
include the full, printed name
and social security number of

Whitfield, is a Spanish and
med senior at Sonoma

Po &

OOer

lic

.<rle

State

the CSSA board of directorsand

was Associated Students president at Sonoma

State the last

two years.
1)

In a CSSA news release,
Whitfield said he will work to

a

‘ce

restore budget cutsand keep the
CSU fees as low as possible. He

Se

‘eo

008182

SOURCE:
HSU Office of Public Affaire
SCOTT FLOOIN / THE LUMBERJACK

also said he will make sure stu-

dents’ perspectivesare included

HSU enrollment
sets record

in CSSA policies.
— Liz Neely

The Academic Resource Allocation Committee last Wednes-

day reported a rise inenrollment

at HSU.
Enrollment is up 27 students.
About 7,850 students are en-

In the Sept. 16 issue of

the student.
Students who fail to pay the
additional fees by the end of the
month will be billed by mail.
— Christopher Gast

by HSU President Alistair

UC

>fror

University. Whitfield served on

The Lumberjack we incorrectly wrote that a new
credit/no credit resolution

UC system may
increase fees

<

rolled at HSU this year, setting a
new record for admissions. The

previous high was in 1977,when

was approved. The resolution must first be approved

enrollment was 7,467.
The number is expected to
drop to 6,900 in the spring since
no new students will be admitted to the university next term.

McCrone. The deadline to
register for CR/NC is tomorrow. The Lumberjack
regrets the error.

— John Harrah

Vice President William

Baker presented a proposal last
Friday to the University of California regents calling for acut in
enrollment by 10 percent and an
increase in student fees by 12

percent.
The proposal also imposes
tuition on students for the first
time in history as a way to deal
with reductions in state fund2
e fee increase would raise
fees from $300 to $450 a year.
The enrollment cuts would turn

Pine ,

ARCATA
1700 UNION STREET e ARCATA, CALIFORNIA ¢ 822-0367
eee
Sunday Worship Services

Scat

some Bens

& 10:45 a.m.
are
in to
gon up for
<3.
raffic

~alepam.

Free

Cwinner will be
drawn Sept. 31)

HSU “Home Away From Home
Free Barbecue & Open House

away between 12,000 and 16,000

students in the next three to five
years if the proposal takes effect
next year.
The proposal also calls for a
$6,000 a year tuition for students
seeking second or higher degrees.
The Regents will vote on the
proposal in October.

FREE

TIST CHURCHS

Dt. Clay Ford, Pastor

All HSU students are invited for
hamburgers, = oe. salads and
ese
5 p.m. Friday, September 25

—
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Used Books

Tem

2ele) a aye aa

Fiction & Non-Fiction
Peruse our over 120,000 to choose from.
Che
us ck
out first!

Health Food
Snack Bar

next

to

Oz.

¢e
¢
¢e
e
e

Supplementary Reading

Located

( Te

hit)

-

Good

Thru ¢ opt

ee

ie)

FRESH JUICES
VEGETARIAN ENTREES
NATURAL VITAMINS
HEALTHY SNACKS
BODY BUILDING SUPPLEMENTS

Jack's... A Healthy Alternative!
HS >U

Bookstore

Open

9am-7pm

M-F

If you like coffee, you'll
love Janie’s wide

selection of gourmet and
organic coffees. .
We roast it
ourselves.

-3969
211 F Street ¢ Old Town, Eureka ° 444

For a natural healthy glow, use as a blush &

highlighter that changes to suit your skin color.
SEE
Also use as
lip color, eye
make-up, body
bronzer, or nail
color. Includes
applicator puff.

y

Wi ar:

Available in

original and
Desert Rose color

$12.00 Papoose size
Egyptian Eyes © Eye-shadow
® Lipstick ©

Complexion Brushes © Henna ¢ Hair

Accessories © Rachel Perry Cosmetics

yt)

O

| 1031 H St. Arcata 822-3450

J

e Back Students
Draft Beer ¢
Domestic Beer
Imported Beer
ell Drinks ¢

75¢
¢ $1.25
¢ $1.75
$1.50

75¢ off food items
n 6 nights a week
(closed Sundays)
Kitchen Serving until 11p.m.

All ages welcome

wa
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ON

am Beach

ers set
@ After last week's
eviction from the
Community Forest,
campers relocate to
a stretch of private
property owned by
Sam Stanson.

4

a

Perea

there, I’m just not kicking them
off,” Stanson said.
Stanson, who has been
to gt an RV (recreational
vehicle) park built on his property, said, “They (the residents
on the hill) bro
law in
blocking my RV park, and my
horseback riding service was
7
and then revoked.
are probably liking m
RV par better and better now,
he said. “I figure ifI can’tusemy
perty for what I want then I
might as well let someone else

:

Sa ROAR. 8°

By Dawn Hobbs

use it.

As the sun set and the fog
rolled in Friday, homeless
campers joined hands and formed a
e with Arcata city officials
and homeless advocates on a
strip of land near Clam Beach.
e are looking at possibilities for other camps through
private landlords in Arcata,”
said Rev. Eric Duff,of St. Alban’s
Church, to a crowd of approximately 75 people.
Duk,

n of the Task

Force of Humboldt County
Homeless
and Housing, said he
willbe talking with the city manager next week about alternate
sites and wants
to work with the
campers to present a plan of action to the Coastal Commission.
The campers
are currently occupying
land ownedby Humboldt
County developer
Sam Stanson.
“I have found that liberal and
conservative people are in su

port of a permanent place
r
le to live outside,” said Arcata City Councilmember Lynne
Canning. “There are a lot of
lethatwould come together
— who haven't (come together)
on much else — and be supportive.”

“These people (the campers)
arenot hurting anything. People
driveby
and yell profanitiesand
they wave back and say, ‘We
love you.’ They're nice kids,
they're not criminals. Some have

come from very horrible home
environments,” Stanson said.
Campers said they are being

misrepresented by some of the
RT SCHEER
THE LUMBERJACK

Camper Jay Lightle blows on the breakfast fire betore joining others for a beech cleanup.
Canning said there has been
theft and panhandling in the
community lately, and though
the campers may not be responsible they will be identified with
it.
“I think it’s important for
le to see this as a community,” she said.
, Canning and others met
last week to choose liaisons to
establish contacts with campers
toassist with responsibilities
like
garbage disposal and toilet
maintenance, as well as provide
assistance with social service
applications.
e campers were evicted
from the Arcata Community

Forest and the adjacent
McDowell tract by the Arcata
Police Department two weeks
ago.
Teeten Deer, who relocated
a soup kitchen and camp from
the McDowell er Stanson’s
roperty last
said a
F roximately 200 people, inclu.
ing about 130 craftspeople, 40
locals, 20 Deadheads (Grateful
Dead fans) and 10 HSU students,
are we on the ers
“When I leave,a lot of people
will stay because they have no
where else to go,” Running Deer
said before leaving Saturday to
start another soup kitchen “in
another state somewhere.”

Many

tents, cars and buses

cover the strip of land next to the
highway. A fire blazes to provide

warmth.

Free

donated

clo
is neatly laid out on a
——
to the side are portable
toilets. Recycling bins are next
to the kitchen,
which is lit by
pro
lanterns and covered
witha
tarp. Thekitchen includes
an oven,

and shelving,

donated ae.

Stanson said a news

-

all
ar-

ticle he saw prompted him to
donate food to the homeless
people, and when

they were

evicted they showed up on his
rape.
‘mnotallowing them tostay

media.
Guy Keller, camper and member of the homeless task force,
said the photograph
of litter that
The Lumberjack ran last
Wednesday was not from the
group that ran the kitchen.
Eva Paz, the single mother of
a three-year-old girl, said she is
tired of the media portraying

them as “loafers.”

Tammy and Jim Horn lived in
amobile home in McKinleyville
until Jim got laid off from his
construction job three yearsago.
They
now live ina self-contained
camper which is too old for
many RV parks to accept.

“Iworkand people don’t look
at it as trying to help ourselves.
I wish people would look at us

See Campers, page 10

Hemp Fest sparks protest from community
@ An Arcata resident is

ine APD usually assigns additional

oughly enough.” said Symanzik.

organizi ng a protest

being sold or where there mightbe con-

moter because it was not what I in-

.

j

against

“i

the ="

6 Py
we uet
Carnicelll

L

saying

oer
This Saturday's Hemp
Redwood Parkhassome

Fest West in
Arcataresidents

ready to do battle.

“It’s brought in an element that isn’t
good. We just don’t need it,” said MargaStafford. secretary for the Concerned
Citizens of Arcata.
Stafford said last year’s November festival was “unbelievable.”
(festival visitors) were
in our
at us, they were
face, they were

cers to any

flict.

“The ene

even

who participated in last

Hemp Fest and the

the duration of the festival, and this year
will be no different.

said she a

are being
organizers

honest

they

a.

about

re not
that
really interested in hemp as fiber,” she
said. “They wantit so they can smokeit.”
the
Matt Abarbanel, who
is
issue
the
said
event with Symanzik,

juana Laws), blames last year’s mixed
turnout on the fact
that local advertising
got picked up by the
national media, including High Times,
a recreational drug|

“What we're talking about is an economic issue, and in a time of economic
recession we're having a festival that is
offering an alternative in an area that’s
very
ve to the issue,” he said.
Stafford
said, “They’re there for the
recreational use of marijuana and the
effect it produces, not for fiber.” She and
other protesters have concerns besides
marijuana.
“My main objection is that I think Redwoes Set in 0 ay Ben, fee I don’t
want them doing this on ci
perty,”
Stafford said.
ore
Abarbanel sees the park in a different
light.
T Calling the park a family park is try-

tion for the Reform of Mari-

moting

magazine.

“he a reoult other

by the media, there was marijuana on the

There were officers present from the
Arcata Police
t last year for

oe

a
Brown.
Mel
Hemp Fest West coJoe S
organizer and director of the Humboldt
County chapter of NORML (National

She said contrary
to what was

premises. “People
came up and tried to

tended.”

g to me asa

t
conducted sai”theaeclvesce nan tl ot
protested leit manner,
a ploy,
it’s just
s

rude — it was terrible,”
Stafford said.

give it to us.”

le who

was em

Margeret Stafford

organizations with
other
agendas
showed up, such as
the
Action

Network from Kehtucky, with books on
cocaine and T-shirts with the message,

today, get high tonight.”

didn’t hee

screen them thor-

not about hemp for smoking.

ing to cash in on the whole family values
issue,” he said. “(Stafford) is misled, because the park belongs to the citizens of
=
, the city, no matter
what age they are. It
4 needs to be open to all
sorts ofeventsand not
restricted to anyone.”
i
Staffordsaid,
a “They (Symanzikand
el) don’t
go to
McKinleyville or Eureka or Fortuna beJoe Symanzik

cause they wouldn’t

stand for it,” she said.
“But they come to Arcata because our
liberal government has enticed these
people.”
Arcata Mayor Victor Schaub said the
festival is not a matter of liberal government, but rather that ofa liberal constitu-

ency.

Schaub said whether the festival takes
place or not isn’t the council’s decision.
‘Tms
rtive of freedom of expression and the rights of the people to express theirideascon
theeconomic
development and potential of hemp,”

See Hemp, page 10
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Campers: People willi ng to work
© Continued from page 9
of aslump
asindividualsinstead

sums,” said Tammy, whoearns
$400 per month
approximately

at a local veterinarian’s office.
“I’m just really happy we came
place. It gives usa
ng
to this
alo
feeling of belonging.”

d r
her daughte
sheand ai
Pazs

used to sleep in their car in Arcata.

“Now I have a safe place to
come with my child. A place
le care and where
where
parents. This place
other
there’s
a
is providing service to people
that doesn’t exist around here,”
she said.
Paz said she refusesto sit ina

house, collect welfarande let all

of her check go toward rent.
do somee to se
au
I choos
“Bec
t
thing different doesn’ make me
less of a human being,” she said.
“We're not scroungers. All of
to work. People
us are
t us just hangget this idea
ing out but no one is here offerus a job either,” Paz said.
County
umboldt
mann
Heil
Undersheriff Tom
said the campers are not trespassing, but he’s received come on the road
plaints from
ia
Pie
rr Clam
use
re u
people
can lock joni see
themselves,”
relieving
Heilmann said. “But they took

ig

care of that and got portable toilets.

“Others complained because
there are kids down there run-

ning around and notin school,”
he said. “We checked and
they're all on home-study.”
don’thaveanything against
those peopee but I don’t think

the

make Clam Beach

home,” said McKinleyville
homeowner Bill Weigle. “It
should be open to the wide variety of recreation it has provided
in the past.”
Weigle said he opposes any
development on the property
the
without Stanson obtai
-deand
use
nalitio
cond
velopment permits that are re. He said an environmental impact study would be performed if permits were sought.
“believe there are people who
they are
are upset om because
°
that’s not m
hippies but
oe view,” Weigle said. is
“Theidea wanghnyong ny
out. The idea is to keep
(Stanson) from ruining our
park,” he said.
“Clam Beach is not really an
place but I hope it
—
will help people see in Humboldt County that therearesome
very immediate needs of people
that need to be met,”said Kathy
Anderson, director of the Ar-

Homelessness rising
By Dawn Hobbs
of a year, as many as 6,000 people are
Over the course
homelessin Humboldt County according to Bonnie McGregor
ne
of Redwood Comey
go in and
people
“It is hard to get a definite figure
said.
out of homelessness,”
s are fed daily by the
student
HSU
About 150 homeless
Arcata Food Endeavor, said Kathy Anderson, director of the
Food Endeavor and shelter coordinator for the Arcata House.
Anderson said the total number of homeless HSU students

ma

Se

People

approach 300.

pewedcmennigsiee -therdee gre Hert

McMorries,
from 300 to 700in the past year, said Maurice
eputy director of Humboldt County Department of Social

Services.
“Thereisa direct proportionate growth with homelessness

and unemployment,” McMorries said.
There is always an increase in demand for services the

offers during the summer, McMorries said.
So
e recent influx of people in town hasn’t created that

is a mu
River’ e
on the ga
” “Reg
he said.
of a workload,
deal for us.”
Anderson said “homeless people leave the major metroitan areas where it is not safe and migrate up here where
it’s safer until they can get on their feet.”
people don’t have to be in a homeless
“You hear how
situation,” she said. “But I don’t know anyone in a real hard
situation who is there by choice — it is either economic,
emotional or mental strain that causes them to be in the
situation theyre in.”
Anderson said the homeless in this county include “famihippeople, the employed and the unemployed,
lies, single
poputhe
as
ies, straight people and students. It’s as varied
ation of the United States.”

cata Food Endeavor.

$5 OFF
FIRST FILL

Hemp: Festival focuses on economics
e Continued from page 9

Wed. SPECIAL!

FILLS
$10.00
First time only
Mes. -

| peapey

=. | Sat. Gam. -5

oe.

Schaub said.
Hemp Fest supporters sa
hemp is a viable sgricultural
resource with the potential for
a strong economic base.
“The way in which hemp is
being grown is completely different from the way you grow
marijuana,” Symanzik said.

"That's the issue.”
Symanzik is in favor of using
a strain of the cannabis sativa
plant with a low THC (tetrahydrocannabinol) level which
makes the effects of smoking
the plant nominal.
and
Symanzik
hat
deto
is
do
to
Abarbanel hope
criminalize marijuana, not legalize it, which Symanzik said

isa “big difference.”
Decriminalization would allow for growing hemp for personal use with a permit.
It would also allow for the
mass production for fiber, he
said.
“Legalization implies that
legal
marijuana has never
in this country,” Abarbanel said,
“And that’s just not the case.”

Come live on

campus.
Enjoy movies, use
of the weightroom,
saunas, recreation
rooms, and

computer lab,
@ m Hassied with household

43 chores? Would you like
the convenience of living
~
closer to campus? Want
to live where you can

study, meet people, and

have fun?

|

participate in
dances and

organized
activities. Make
friends with other
students like
yourself.

Pal
PLAZA

RESTRORANT
FOR CASUAL DINING... OR

TAKE

QUT, PHOWE $22-6105

Wal Te (0PM DAILY

SAC -SON, OFEN
AC WOON

76| tw sraser-sRoaTr
OW THE PLAZA

additional
parking on 7th St.

Businesses relieved
by camper eviction
ee
Arcata business owners are brea
urban campers evacuated
the Arcata

a sigh of relief
since
.

Brenda
Hair Stylist at Delilah’s, said the group
didn’t affect her business, but she is glad to see them gone.
laid around all day.
drank
and basi
loi
and didn’t
do much else. I think
it got to the
poset ne
alga
cand heel

go
oy ,
want

owner

Philip ’s

Camera

point

Shop, , SU supported

“With those people on the Plaza, you didn’t see mothers
ee
” hesaid. “There's
wa
coun
ture
on
plaza, but with that
meee a
ppg
i
tion.”
—
The
of
on the
forced Arcata police to

place
a foot patrol on the
“T think the city handled it well,” Dresser said. “It’s just

unfortunate that we had to put the foot patrol out here.
Usually we let people go, but we had to do something about
it.”

Sue Williams, project

for the Arcata Downtown

Business Community

), talked about the business

—
s reaction to the Plaza occupants.
usiness
owners were generally annoyed,”
she said. “They
oe
time, the tall of te Sescieh sada and the
beginning of the school
. And
would
pan-handle
people shopping dovantiem on the Plaza
Dresser worried about the long-term effects of the Plaza

a

occupation.

“Even tho

re

gone,

aera

le may still feel uneas

Williams viewed the people on the Plaza differently
from
urban campers.
“These aren't a
ye ... These are like contemporary
gypsies that are itinerant,’
she said.
Although most Plaza business owners did not have direct
contact with the
Elliot Burstein,
owner of the Metro,
said they did come into his store.
“We had some of them loiter in the store. If they stayedan
peererpeipte yy wlsienw atin pry ra soggy
needed help and if they persisted in staying, we would as
them to leave,” Burstein said.
He also talked about how the problem should be dealt

with.

“People shouldn't be kicked out for how they look,” he
said, “but if somebody is pan-handling or bothering people,
it needs to be looked at.”
r

445-3334
Sth
& V St. - EUREKA
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When we ask our subscribers to judge our CD-quality

SOUND)

sound.
many call it perfect.
Thev also love our 19 diverse

music

"@

P -2]
ie
+

Ls

channels. Cable TV simulcasts. And the absence of commercials, dee jays or

other interruptions. But above all, they want that clean. crisp digital sound. So now

¢
¢
¢
¢

Surveying
Engineering
Drafting
Art & Graphics

401 5th Street « Eureka
445-9050

cable will do for your stereo what

NC)

To hear more about it, call your

1 NN

it does for vour TV.
cable compan.

cAbUe

Bacio

DIGITAL CABLE RADIO. It's Cable For Your Stereo.

Free Digital
Cable Radio
Installation
OX.
443-3127
Offer good in wired, servicable areas only with either Non Video Drop Service

or Expanded Basic Service. Other restrictions may apply.
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Weekend fun found at North Comey Fair

SHAAI HAMBLETON
THE LUMBERJACK

TERI CARNICELLY
THE LUMBERJACK

Cheap gas,s, fix-ups found
unleaded $1.24 per

on; plus—
on;

$1.30

LP to stop chlorine use
By Matthew Glenn

supreme un-

pega $1.35 per gallon.
The station’s maintenance
man, Dan Gass,. drives

around Arcata every day,
notes other stations’ prices,
and lowers his gasoline
prices
to beat the competition.
For automotive service, the
BP station at Alliance and
Westwood takes the cake.
Their labor rate is the

—

pre
so it’s important to
know where to find the best
deals in town.
The Lumberjack
Arcata’seight
service stations.

Each was rated by how much
a ficharge for a
plus,
upreme unleaded gasoline. Prices reflect the day of
the survey, and may have

Fined ‘rates for battery
charges, oil changes, and flat
tire repair are comparativeat

all stations.
At most, customers will
y $21.95 for an oil

—% for a battery

and $8
— $10 for flat tire reae

Secondly, stations that perform

automotive

mainte-

nance were rated by their perhour labor rate.

Of all stations surveyed,

Cash Oil Arcata, located at
Samoa Boulevard
and J Street,

has thelowest gasoline prices:

in town at $35.00

while

money, you skim ioe imac
and ak ot of on in the
middle of the night,
Franklin’s
Chevron
at
Giuntoli Lane and Valle
West Boulevard and the B
at Allianceand Westwood are

are open 24 hours
a day.

Louisiana Pacific last Tuesday revealed modifications to
its Eureka pulp mill that will
extend its effluent discharge
ee to 1.4 miles offshore.
company
also announced
anstoeliminate chlorine from
ts pulp bleaching process by
oo
1995.
e announcement was =

result
of the lawsuit
filed agains
Louisiana-Pacific Corp. and

Simpson

Paper Co.

by the

Surtrider
Foundation.
Surfrider’s lawsuit revolved

around the toxicity of the water
justoffthenorth jetty. Both comsettled out of court, but
were forced to make modifications to their mills.
venpeaaillgioneemanat
enLP, the edlacedans will
eal wed
i
to the elimination of dioxin and
chloroforms,as well as reduced
odor emissions.
North Coast

Reponal Wier Quality Con-

Board member, agreed with
Miller.

“I think the modifications
solve a lotof issues...LP
going to
non-chlorine bleach is a major
step,” Rodriguez said.
According
toa company news
release, the modifications will
make LP the first pulpp mill in
the United States
uce

bleached kraft ciate pulp

without any chlorine chemis-

try.”

The original settlement from
the lawsuit called for LP to cre-

ate a seco:

treatment pro-

cess, but Rodriguez
does not see
the need now. —
“One could say this is better
than secondary treatment because there are not chlorine
byproducts from the process,”

he said.

LP’s plans were not contested
at the announcement meeti
held at the Humboldt Agri
ture Center. But there was no

representative
from
the
Surfrider Foundation at the
meeting.

When asked about LP’s announcement, Surfrider Execu-

tive Director Jake Grubb said
the
tion was unaware
of it. Grubb said Surfrider
had

been talking to LP, and the talks

“were headed in a positive direction,” but there were some
areas thatneeded “ironing out.”
“We were unaware of any
meeting or announcement,”

Grubb said.

Theextension
of thedischarge

should eliminate tox-

from the surfzone, Miller
said.
with the chiorinefree ame
the extension
will also lessen effects on marine life.
The

on has been in the

works for ten years, Miller said.
LP has worked with the Envi-

ronmental Protection Agency

and the Northcoast
onal
Water Quali co soda ag
es
pansion.
in
Piab
The H 5 ste
Trinidad conducts the tests that
determine the chronic toxicity
of the water around ai
Inc. from
point. Enseco
charge
SheriandsmoniiorsLP semis

a

to replace chlorine
ak
th hydrogen peroxide. The

en
OT

com

using hy-

ST Seronide will be water

edphate

—

neither of

mful to humans
h
arechar
whi
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PL fined

for safety
violations
David Courtland
SCOTIA—The Pacific Lumber Company was fined $7,525
following an investigation into
a
. 9 accident
that caused
the deaths of three PL employees.
The California Division of the
Officeof Safety and Health (CalOSHA) fined the company for
three worker
violations.
Pacific Lumber had no commentontheannouncement.
CalOSHA spokesman Richard
Stevens said the company had
15 days from the date of receipt
to pay the fines or contest them.
Stevens said the largest fine,
$6,250,
was
for
the
workers failure to lock out a
debarking machine before entering it.
Richard D. Franklin, 46, Gary
L. Phillips, 45, and Jerry
D.Wright, 35, were killed when
they were caught inside the
debarker drum, which apparently came on by itself
@
they were trying to unjamit with
a chainsaw.
“There's some things
we
don’t know and probably will

PL forest in question
By Harry Kassakhian
CUMBEFUACK STAFF

Congressman Frank Riggs held a press conference Friday
on his
legislation to rework the Stark Bill that
would buy the Headwaters Forest but leave the Pacific Lumber Co. 29,000 acres of forest.

The Stark Bill, written by C

Pete Stark, (D-

Oakland), would force PL to sell 3,000acres
of old growthand
29,000 acres of forest to the federal government, creating a
"eee zone.”
©
:
g difference
is the Stark Bill, as originall pee
would stop
logging in 29,000 acres,” said Riggs, ® indsor).
His proposed bil creates a 7,500-acre buffer zone around the
Headwaters Forest.
“The bill would be devastating to the Pacific Lumber Co.
and cause layoffs,” Riggs said. The Republican legislator
accused Democratic con;
nal candidate Dan
of not understanding the economic cost of the bill.
doesn’t realize how harmful this bill really is.”
Hamburg said setting aside 29,000 acres was valid considering the “current overcutting of PL timber land.” But Ham-

ying for the purchase

burg said he is against taxpa

because it rewards "corporate selibers for tosssd and duplic-

ity.”

PL is against the Stark Bill.

the Stark Bill. It takes our land and gives it to
“We o
the national forest,” said PL spo
Mary Bulwinkle.

Bulwinkle said Headwaters Forest is right in the middle of

PL’s property and accessto the public is impractical.
tried to take your house and said we're
“It’s as if someone
not going to pay you for it,” Bulwinkle said.

never know,” said Stevens in a

SCREENPR
Hours: Mon.- Sat.
10 a.m.- 5 p.m.
Sunday services:
8, 9:15 and 11 a.m.
Wednesdays: College Students’ dinner 6 p.m.
Discussion 7 p.m.

!
cie
spe
PSiub Discounts
tUmmilited

» BUMPER

time
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STICKERS

We would be glad if you would make
St. Alban‘s your church home

oniy

hia

tries of all stages a

,

Prizes & Primes at Bayshore Criterium

B

Free Coffee, Bogels & Donuts

Berar ueirins

Directoré Sportiffé Presents The

Bret eine

D

Humboldt County
Cycling Championships
October 3rd & 4th, 1992

Road Race « Criterium ¢ Time Trial
SATURDAY

7:30 a.m.

_ 50 miles of tough/bad typical Humboldt County roads. Starts at Clam& Beach
under)
1st Group (Beginners, 35+, Juniors 18

State Park, ends at Freshwater/3 Corners

e
will be shorter
8:00 a.m. Ther
start at )
Open, 18-34
_startat 7:30.a.m. 2nd Group (Expert,

distances for Beginners and Juniors 14 & under.

Criterium. Bayshore Mall front parking lot. Start/Finish Line in front of the main entrance

SUNDAY
7:00 a.m.

left and right turns. Timed
tothe food court/movies. A technical, fast, curvy course including

1 hour
Criterium. 2nd Group starts
minute 45
plus 5 laps. 1st Group starts at 7:30—
event
later. Prizes/Primes& Cash for Hot Laps. Free coffee bagels & donuts

Bhd. at Industrial Electric. Out 10 miles and
. Start on Samoa

SUNDAY
1:00 p.m.

:
ee

FATVGLG

TS

-Arcata822-1820
|19oth & i Streets

-McKinleyvilie-

Opens 1 hour before each event. Closes 15 minutes prior to start Pre-register before
September 20 and save $5.00. Entry Forms available at all sports shops

CATEGORIES

Expert, Open, Beginners, Vets 35-44, Masters 45+, Juniors 15-16, Juniors 17-18,
Juniors 14 & Under. Promoters reserve the right to define categories and change
distances due to safety and participation

AWARDS

INFORMATION

.

20 mile course

REGISTRATION

ENTRY FEES

aD Ba

} } #+%:|
839-1674
.
2023 Central Ave;

aa

back.

66

1st, 2nd & 3rd Place in each Category awarded at the end of each stage
Name listed on Perpetual Trophy for the overall winner of each stage.
Raffle prizes awarded after each stage. Championship jersey to
;
overall winner of all stages

$25.00 for all 3
and qualify for the

per stage Enter all three stages
or $10.00
$100.00 cash drawing

Call The Directoré

(797) 839.8296 © (800) 839-VELO (8356}—National
99

RSVP
Commuting

Proceeds go toward the

sports Velo Promo ‘ennui woperto
rreciwood
/ Racing / Touring

P.O. Box 275 * Eureka, CA 95502

:

Mona says: Wear Your Helmet!”

. 21 telephone interview.
“thecompany hada
lockthree
the
down procedure
had been recently trained in that
ure.”
The company was fined
$1,125 for having missing or
badly damaged grates on a
between the debarker
walkway
and chipper, and $150 for not
providingaccident
preventionsigns or tags in the
mill.
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CICIZeENS

to have the McDowell land
put into a trust. The Lumber-

By Beau Redstone

is involved in raising money

t flavors
Non-faSS

ss.
error
jack regrtheet

vors
Non-dairy fla
ly!
Redwood
1573 G

Yogurt

Street ¢ 826-7677

Northtown Arcata
( over

the

footbridge

faced

;

>

[UMSERIACKS'ARFOOSO”~

sive.

Don Cline was
Arcata resident
g an incident
Citin
more specific.
on the street when someone
asked him for twenty cents, Cline
said he declined.
“The
n turned around
and used the ‘F’ word. He told
me to ‘F’ off,” Cline said.
Councilmember Lynne Canning, referring to herself as a
liberal, said she noticed concern
among all Arcata residents, re—
of diverse political phiosophies.
Kathy Anderson, coordinator
for the Arcata House homeless
shelter, said the house has been
operating at full capacity.
She said there are 89 families
on the waiting list.

High Quality Bulk
Herbs, Spices, & Teas
Salso featuring&
eCandles & incense
eNatural Shampoos,
soap & facial care
products
eBooks, cards & tapes
eBaskets
eEssential oils & Perfumes
eGift ideas

Monday-Saturday 10-6 e Sunday 11-5

Gi?

W@W

LIVE

a

as" EG

She also voiced concern over
what she considers to be a derogatory term when referring
to homeless people.
“Referring to homeless
leas transientis misrepre=e
(them),” Anderson
She said a distinction should
be made between those who

are homeless by choice and
those who are homeless as a
result of misfortune.
In other council action:

¢ During the publiccomment
period, Orange Waszkowski,

Associated Students External

Affairs Committee representative, said he has collected more
than 700 signatures from residents opposed to the timber

harvest plan

on the McDowell

property behind HSU.

e The Forest Management
Committee said it is interested
in acquiring the McDowell

e YellowCabCo. was granted
a 50 cent increase in its flagfee, raising the minimum
drop
fee
$2 to $2.50.
Yellow Cab cited a hike in
worker's compensation insurance as the reason for the increase.
¢ Lou Blaser wasnamed contact person for the citizens adcommittee for a new
visory
landfill.

COCO CCC

CZ

DANGE
FRIDAY NIGHTS
Hip Hop
10 p.m.- 3 a.m.

MUSIC

TONIGHT!
Sublime

Sounds of Power

SUNDAY SEPT. 27 | SATURDAY NIGHTS
Techno Rave
Babyland
Acidhouse
Spinewire
Modern Rock
10 p.m.- 3 a.m.

King Jerk

Call for show times!

MONDAY SEPT. 27

Green Day

Ne'er Do Wells
CU

Ehiy

iti?

Ute

Ciijgtyy

YY

My) lb

(between 10th & 11th)

C7!’

Ul’ C@!/"”""Ues"§ "Mo

e 822-5296

Ul’ Cl’ Ul!’"§ Vi" Md’ l’"§ Qi" Tl’ Hl’

1068 | Street, Arcata

with

complaints

the urban campers in
Though
aa torttayhaeebaiataeved,
citizens at the Arcata City Council meeting on last Wednesday
voiced concern over related
blems, from panhandling on
the streets to civil conduct in the
community.
“I don’t think it gives our children a good image of adult acsaid
tivity in our eomrwcone
Arcata resident Barbara Paulson.
Paulson was referring to behavior by some people on the
Plaza that she found to be offen-

dai

served

Council

-jy!/”-/jl”

In the Sept. 16 issue, we
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Arcata aids sister city
™@ New project aims
to reduce illnesses
and deaths caused
by contaminated
water.

—

__

Since Arcata’s
1986 union with
Sacudpescuied Chmanane .

porters

the iter ity Proj

ve worked to break the cycle
of poverty and disease effecting
Arcata resident Dennis Rael,

oneof theinitiators
of the project,
said

was chosen be-

cause it is

cee.

to Arcata in

He said the project

intended as a “people-topeople exchange” of cultures
and resources.

Past

includeadditions

and

t to Camoapa’s
and care
ied
Spiga doctors and dentists.

were paid for by fund-

—_

and donations. P
a visi
entist
said 30 children ae dying
each month from dehydration
resulting from bad food and
water.

The medical clinic provides
rehydration of children suffering from diarrhea, and project
the
ans

are

to at-

lem at its roots —
the water supply

Ann ace
family doctor, took part in a health
education program in Camoapa
“Clean seater ie not avaliable
to most of the people of
Camoapa,” she said. “We've
been trying
to deal with theend
ee ... prevention makes a
ot more sense.”
’s water problems
stem from several causes. Wells
are often open and can be contaminated.
Although some residents
re-

pot osreb

icaReser bp

ragua is unveliable and water
iselectrically pumped to differ-

NORTHTOWN
ae
SUPPLY
OPEN
7 DAYS!
15th & G Sts. - ARCATA - 822-2942.

‘.

ent parts of the city in shifts. The
system can become contamioe
the water inside is
not

under pressure.

Humphrey Blackburn, a
graduate student in HSU’s international development pro=>
planning a visit to
to determine the best
to provide safe water.
Hesaid one
that works
well in third world countries is
4 sand filtration.

S
system
water to a
six-foot
cylinder
Ralf
filled
with
sand. The
is kept full of

water,
is cleaned as it
lates
the sand.
A layer of mi
c animal and plant life forms on top
of thesand and consumes
patho-

“ne

.

gens (disease causing organ-

tem removes 99 percent at pelhagens from the water, Blackburn said.
He said each cylinder would
cost approximately $1,000 and
serve 50 to 100 people.
Another alternative could be
covering open wells and installing hand pumps for access.
Blackburn said education in
sanitary food and water handling should goalong with other
goo

intends to include

other students from the HSU
International Development Pro-

Statistical Abstracts

World
Ailes & Almanac
of Latin America

LEE MCCORMACK)
THE LUMBERJACK

needed is
to come from
this Saturday's
fund raiser, the
annual I-Block Party.
The party will be from 1 to 8
p.m. on I street between 10th
and 11th streets.
izers
expect to net $4,500to $5,000 from
the party.

gram in the project.
“The Sister City Project has a
lot to do with cultural
and understanding,” he said.
Students working on the
project will have to be volunteers, Blackburn said.
Funding for the materials

Round Table
NOW

Pizza

ACTEPTING!

THe HSU

ARD

For PIZZA DELIVERY ON CAMPUS

CALL
822-3761
4:00PM - 12 MIDNIGHT
7 DAYS A WEEK!
600

GET

"F" STREET

REAL.

GET

-

ARCATA

ROUND

TABLE!
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The Shelled Synchilla®
Jacket combines functional

fabrics and features in a
design that doesn’t peg you

OH

as just out of the woods.

Unbreakable and, frankly,
hard to improve. Your
basic luxury item.
Ove

1563 G Street * Northtown Arcata » 826-0851

© Patagonia, Inc., 1991 Photo: DENVER BRYAN

1993 ROCKHOPPER®

SPECIALIZED.
New For ‘93!...
Shimano 21 Speed
with Rapid Fire
Plus shifters &

ft

Sg

eA

ey
7"

Only.

99
$459

.

408 F Street, Eureka, 445-3035 « 10th & F Streets, Arcata, 822-4673

When the weather turns chilly, it's
still Birkenstock®time. Add a pair

:
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SCIENCE
New habitats for
old: Wildlife refuge
changes pastures
into wetlands

Clockwise from
above:The refuge cattieng program
increases habitat for

Canada geese. Steve
Lewis of the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service excavates
a pond with a D-3
bulldozer, designed for

use on marshy ground.
HSU alumnus Lt. Col.

Terry Smith, and refuge

manager Kevin Foerster
discuss training projects,

such as this foot bridge

B, 579th
built by Company
lion,
ae
California Army National
Guard. 1st Sgt. Barry Van
Sickle, also an HSU
alumnus, Smith, Lt. Chuck
McGinnis (an HSU teacher
credential student) and

Foerster discuss
construction plans.

Photos by Meg Laws

By Emily Creely

he North Coast’s largest wildlife
refuge is undergoing major
Historically, the Humboldt
Bay National Wildlife Refuge, at the southern
end of Humboldt Bay, was a salt and semi-salt
marsh until it was diked by landowners in the
1920s, primarily for cattle and sheep grazing.
As wetlands were drained to maximize the

value of pasture lands, the varied habitat of
marshes, swamps and creeks was replaced by
a uniform habitat of pastures and ditches.

In 1988, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
bought about 1,350 acres of diked wetlands for
$3.2 million. The Habitat Enhancement
Restoration Plan will create habitat diversity
within the refuge, primarily affecting the
southern section. A visitors’ center with a
network of trails is also planned. The five-year

project will cost between $500,000 and $1

million.
The purpose of the plan is to restore the bay
to a more natural state by reducing pasture
land, increasing the area of salt marsh and
rechanneling Salmon Creek. The larger habitat
will attract migratory waterfowl, shorebirds

and songbirds and other animals.
“Essentially, we’re converting a ranch into a
wildlife refuge,” said Refuge Manager Kevin
Foerster.

The black brant, a goose which uses the bay as
aresting spot during its yearly flight from Mexico
to the Arctic Circle, will find better habitat as the
pasture is changed to wetland.
Currently, very little salt marsh remains. The
southern end of the refuge, a seasonal wetland,
is mostly pasture which floods in winter to pro-

spring and summer for
theing
vide nesting cover dur

See Habitat, Page 18
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| Habitat

SCIENCE

© continued from page 17
¢ Fred Cranston, professor of

migratory waterfowl.
Seasonal wetlands are used

“Radioactivity,” Monday, Sept.

in the fall, winter and spring
by tundra swans, marbled godwits and other birds. During
the spring and summer the wettingfor
lands providenescover
waterfowl and year-round
habitat for deer, small mam-

28, 4p.m., Science A 475.
¢ Family Dinosaur Day at the
HSU Natural History Museum
will have educational
activities, crafts, displays and
videos, Saturday, 10 a.m.-4
p.m., free. 826-4479.

“We're
striving
for
biodiversity,” Foerster said.
Habitat diversity
will lead to
increased populations ofblacktailed deer, black-tail jackrabbit, frogs and invertebrates.

Recycle « Refill
and Save
e Nexxus
e Redken

¢ Peter Hantz
e Joico

¢ Paul Mitchel

¢ Interactives

¢ Tressa
« Vavoom

¢ Sebastian
¢ Sunglitz

Creek restoration
Salmon Creek, which now
runs through a ditch on the
refuge, will be restored to a
more natural channel and will
meander through the middle

of a pasture. This will allow

salmon and steelhead trout to
move through it more easily,
Foerster said.
Humboldt Bay’s salt marsh
also contains rare plant
habitat
species, two of which are endemic to the Bay: Humboldt
Bay owl’s clover (Orthocarpus
castillejoides
var. humboldtiensis)

Valley West Shopping Ctr.

MWFS

gg

CWalk-Ins aan
Early momings & evenings by appt. o

and

the

Humboldt

Bay

Some construction
and other

projects will be done by outside contractors,
the California

Conservation Corps and the
California Army National
Guard.
Once the network of trails is

out of fresh water ponds and

complete,
local groupsand vol-

maintenance of levees.
Mostof the work willbedone

unteers

will

serve

as trail

guides.

| CLIMBING SALE - 5 days onty
This Wednesday through Sunday « Sept 23rd - 27th
Our Entire Stock of Climbing Equipment Will Be On Sale !
All Climbing Shoes
SaleBan
ee
TAO
, MYTHOS $79

Hardware and Pro

Witla + Powe |
OUBre
vse CHD
Save 10 to 30% OFF

|

Harnesses
We now proudly
a stock Black Diamond
climbing equipment.

50%
OFF

Webbing&
10 to 20% off
|

All Black Diamond
climbing gear is

10 to

LLL

ce

i

|

i

SUPPLY
MOUNT
AIN
5th & Commerical * Downtown Eureka * 445-1711 * Open

ae

57

2

NORTHERN

en

)

segura

bers.

VUNENEAN

=

822-5901

by up to six refuge staff mem-

gumplant (Grindelia stricta ssp.
blakei.)
Other enhancement efforts
include a complex plan to
modify existing artificial
drainage systems, construction of
several small wetland ponds,
installation of water control
structures to keep bay water

a!

Valley

(Giuntoli Ln. Offramp)

LUMBERJAC!

FLODIN/ THE

SCOTT

—

vd

ae

Seven Days A Week

Sale Limited To Stock On Hand ¢ Sale Hours - Wednesday through Saturday 9:30 to 7 - Sunday 10 to 5
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A walk '
in th
By John Coxford
LUMBERJACK STAFF

“... the most unthinkably glorious body
of timber to be seen anywhere.”
— Jack London
wo-and-a-half years ago a husband and wife began a journey of discovery

into the heart of Humboldt Redwoods State Park. Today they hold in their
hands nearly 300 pages of maps, lore, illustrations and observations.
Actually, Jerry and Gisela Rohde cradle their book, “Humboldt Red-

woods State Park: The Complete Guide,” like a newborn.
“It’s our baby,” affirms Gisela, who is a library assistant at HSU. She

smiles coyly, and the proud father seated next to her agrees: This is their

brainchild.

Jerry, 46, is the quiet visionary, a man in love with words and emotions.

Gisela, 41, is a self-trained naturalist, an eagle-eyed identifier of plants,
trees and creatures furred and feathered.
Neither believed in the beginning that Jerry’s promising class project
would become a full-fledged book. After all, detailing
just the “hidden side” of the park was an enormous
task. The embryonic work, in its edited draft, turned
out to be 60 pages long.
But HSU Geography Professor Lowell “Ben”

Bennion, who —

Jerry’s “American Places” class

in the spring of 1990, was a believer from the start. He
encouraged his pupil, who had taken the course to

renew a teaching credential, to expand the project to
include other areas of the park.

With a reverent gleam in his eye, Jerry speaks of his

mentor and friend:

“He gave me a lot of strokes at first, when I needed

confidence, and he was so enthusiastic about it that I
finally felt, ‘yeah, maybe I can really do a book.”
Bennion’s advice catapulted Jerry from his substitute teaching position at Eureka High School into the
full-time job of writing, researching and hiking.
Gisela accompanied him, as always, on weekends and
whenever she could get a day off work.
iking and bicycling 200-250 miles
throughout the 51,000-acre park, Jerry
and Gisela left few stones unturned in their
quest to provide an exhaustive account of the park’s
terrain, inhabitants and history.
“It was amazing,” says Gisela. “Every time we

hiked a trail we'd already done, we saw something
new.”

Indeed, this was the cornerstone of their work: to
bring a new perspective of the park to readers, who
will surely find that the human element sets this book
apart from flimsy brochures and maps.
ibrary research into the park’s history and
chats with “old-timers” gave Jerry what he

needed to make the trails come to life.

He recalls talking with an old, retired logger named
Max Crismon, who, as a boy in the 1920s, used to

roam the forest near Fox Camp Road in the park’s
northwest ridges.

“He remembered everything exactly, 60 or 70 years
later,” Jerry said. “He told me about hunting a bear

with a .22, and how he had to shoot it six times before
he could kill it.

ml

y

ridge ...’ He had every shot memorized!”
Jerry said Crismon eventually brought out his
family strongbox and showed Jerry poems his father,
who was also a logger, had written in the 1930s.
“This guy was writing about cutting down the

)

redwood trees but feeling sorry that he had to do it.

There was this whole different side to what we

usually think about loggers.”
Gisela enjoys making a historical connection with
the park, too: “You can look at a place and say, ‘Oh,
yeah, that’s where the mother put in the wrong kind

\

But Jerry expresses sadness at the fact that these

priceless tales won’t be around for the taking much
“
“We're at a point right now where there was this
particular generation back when things were a lot

The son of two

Elfert,
ator
lists, iustrLarry

left, began hiking In Iilinols at age 5. Elfert’s elegant

line drawings (Including the redwood and raccoon)

bring a soothing visual element to Gisela (middie)
and Jerry Rohde’s guidebook.

different, around 1910 and 1920, and those are the
people hitting their ‘70s and ‘80s.
“It’s kind of a race against time. If I could have
gotten the ones that had been alive in 1890 or 1900, I
would have gone one level deeper.”
Coupled with the colorful stories are the book’s
many illustrations — elegant line drawings by noted
Larry Eifert — that allow
Humboldt County artist
readers to make a visual tie with a place they’ve
perhaps never seen.
The guidebook, which arrived at local bookstores in
midsummer, was the first solo publishing effort by

\
ry

aaa
P

uM CIBER Oe

hoa,
“6.

of fuel and her house exploded. That’s where the

“Somehow, knowing those stories and hiking the
trails made it a whole different experience.”

Sauk

;
1)

“And then he'd say, ‘My fourth shot was up on this

i

Y
i

“ey

.

+

“4

preacher swore.

ae

)
|
i}

e

“CREEK-LESS COON” AND “LISTENING TO A REDWOOD” ILLUSTRATIONS BY
LARRY EIFERT/ COURTESY OF GISELA AND JERRY ROHDE.

Matthew Miles of Eureka, making this a genuine
Humboldt County product.
ever before have the Rohdes felt so much a
part of this county. “Writing the book really
gave us a feeling of belonging,” says Jerry.
“We moved out of Southern California and we’ve
been up here for 10 years or so, but that was when we
finally attached ourselves to this place, when we got

into the park.”
The Rohdes will travel north to write their next
book, which will cover Redwood National Park and
various state parks. The tentative release date is
spring 1994.

“There are already some great stories, like the
‘Elephant of Orick,’” Gisela says with a laugh.
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Acclaimed guitar masters
bring show to KB Room

Name: Amie Warshaw

Major: Graduate student

in dramatic writing
Discipline: Play writing

By Greg Magnus

Hometown: Blue Lake,

grew up in North
Andover, Massachusetts
Age: 35
e About the play: Warshaw remembered a 7-11 ad

campaign ten years ago that hailed “7-11 is freedom.” “Then the Berlin Wall came down, and |
thought, ‘geez. is this what people revolted for?
Stone washed 501s and a 64 oz. Slurpee at midnight.
is this what we stand for now in the world?’°
ce : “They‘re so ... COrmpostores
e About convenien
rate. They have their own color scheme picked out
and a couple of workers who don't own the store

are getting paid minimum wage and are sort of just
standing there waiting to get held up at night ... |
cringe a little to think that one of these things would

on the plaza
Arcate

HAPPY HOUR
5-8P. MM.

FRIDAY 4-SP.M.

78¢

att

$3.25

1.28

2.28

5.25

Peppermint Schnapps

Night

Patterson and

Sheynkman

rform together in their duo,
oika!, while the other musicians perform solo.
Dvoika! is two Russian words
combined to make one, said

i

“The first word is‘dva,’ which
means two,” Sheynkman said.
“The second word is ‘troika,’
which is a symbol in Russia of
three horses. ©
“We want people to see it as
two people who play three instruments.
“Mr. Patterson is a good part-

$1.25 a Shot!

esorhe Moose 1s Loge! een
Thursda

whiz.
guitarco
Riosisa flamen
him
called
The New York Times
“an unusually inventive flamenco guitarist: He plays with
exhibitionist flair and an underlying sense of drama.”

Specials

ae |

UU

Kamakazi

most promising young talents
... in many years.”

Ai

Bud & Henry's

Anchor Steam
Steelhead Ale

Richard
partner,
His
Patterson, plays the six-string
guitar.

Emanuil Sheynkman ina phone
interview from his home in San
Pedro.

Sidelines Sports Bar

M-TH

unique guitar styles and flavor.
Sheynkman plays the mandolin and the balalaika, a threestringed Russian guitar with a
triangular wood base.

tional music world, “one of the

“Quick Trip” plays Oct. 8,9 and 10 at 7p.m. in Gist Theater.
— Reported by Greg Magnus ©

-

Rios, will perform in their own

recent addition to the interna-

people will be digging up ina thousand yeors.”
¢ Favorite food: “| definitely like things with nuts in
them. If it has sugar, grease and flour mixed together in any configuration I'd probably like it.”
e Culinary conundrum: “| like tofu and | like hot dogs,
and | think a lot of people have that dichotomy.”

@

displaying the flair and polish
that has won each critical praise.
The four musicians, Emanuil
Sheynkman, Richard Patterson,
Marc Teicholz and Guillermo

Critics have called Teicholz, a

be covered up in lava by a volcano and this is what

|

Concert
Preview

Be

Buchanan Room this Saturday,

¢ Most recent play: “Quick Trip,” a story of people
crossing paths in a convenience store.

6

a

=

our international guitarists will celebrate their instruments in the Kate

iW

20

When: Saturday, 8 p.m.

Tickets: $7 students/ seniors,
$12 general. Available at the
Works Arcata/ Eureka, The
New Outdoor Store, Arcata,
and the University Ticket
Office. Visa and MasterCard

orders available at 826-3928

ner for two very important reasons: He is a very good musician, and he is a very good businessman. I am only a musician,”
Sheynkman said.
Sheynkman has studied music since the age of 9 at prestigious institutions such as the
Moussorgsky Institute and the
Korsakov Conservatory.
Rimsky
ted the Russian
conduc
He has
Symphony and written and arranged scores for 13 films in
Russia and the United States,
including “The Right Stuff” and
“Gorky Park.”
Richard

Patterson,

Sheynk-

man’s partner for the last eight
years, is a performer, composer
and recording artist in his own

right, having studied at both UC

Santa Cruz and the Oscar Espla
Conservatory of Music in Spain.
He teaches music at the College of Notre Dame and composesand arranges for radioand
television.
“I first heard (Sheynkman)
Lesa on a record, and what
‘ollowed from there was a series
of events to bring us together,”
Patterson said.

“Basically it’s a variety show.
It starts out with the mandolin
and the guitar. Next comes the
classical guitar and then we have
an intermission. After intermission is flamenco guitar, and we
finish up with the balalaika. We
have plans for ensemble pieces,
but whether or not that happens
remains to be seen,” Patterson
said.
Teicholz recently won first
place at the American International Guitar competition and
received an outstanding concert
review from Soundboard magazine.
According to the review,

Teicholz “kept the audience on
the edge of their seats ... He was
a player not afraid of taking
chances and was consistently

successful in bringing his interpretive ideas across both musically and technically.”
lamenco aficionados know

Rios as the featured soloist

for the acclaimed dance compa-

nies of Jose Greco, Maria Benitez

and Jose Molina.
His concerts

have

received

critical attention in Spain and

the United States, with reviews
iving praise to his innovative

styleand hisemotional brilliance
inevoking the rich, varied moods
of flamenco, from its strength
and tragic drama to the pensive
dreaminess of the tradition.

Tickets are $12 for general ad-

mission and $7 for HSU students
and seniors.

Tickets can be purchased at

s / Eureka, the
in Arcata
the Work
New

Outdoor

Store in Arcata

and the University Ticket Office.

For Visa/MasterCard orders
call 826-3928.
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‘Good Woman’ reaches farther

than most: It promotes thought
re
Unsettling isn’t a label
oe
often. f cone that
promotes
t, goes
t the modern-day, high-tech
ollywood entertainment formula and educates beyond
showing the latest, greatest fashion or lingo.
And, while it may not be the
most precise adjective in the
world, unsettling rather handily
wraps up “The Good Woman of
Bangkok,” which starts Friday
at the Minor.
Australian filmmaker Dennis
O’Rourke delivers to us, in our
cozy theater seats, incozy Arcata,

a vivid, sometimes too-real portrait of a Thai prostitute turning
tricks in the world’s ultimate sin
city.
O’Rourke’s documentary of
25-year-old Aoi (whose name
means “sweet” or “sugar cane”)

unsettles because it gives a view
of Bangkok’s red-light district
that’s disgusting, repulsive and
sickening — at best. Bangkok,

Aoi is a sweet girl (O’Rourke
never loses the irony of her

Movie
Review

name), a girl who once had a

What: “The Good Woman of

Bangkok”
Director: Dennis O'Rourke
Where: Minor
When: Starts Friday

“If I had some magic power I

where a good man gives a fourdigit tip, a good woman earns a

four-digit tip and a good kid can
be bought outright for $400. It’s
a view most people never want
tosee —but nobody should miss.

It’s a look at the dregs of hu-

manity, those dregs not being
Aoi or her friends but the slime
that pays to “own” those girls
for a night or an hour. It’s a look
into the world’s biggest whore
house that gives us a window
into our own society, filled with

glorified prostitution and meaningless pleasures.

What

hopes

could

husband and a child. But the
men, whom she suplicates to
nightly, rape her soul as well as
her body, and she becomes the
consummate man-hater.

these

women possibly harbor? What
hopes could we, not too far from
them, possibly keep?

would make them all disappear
from the world,” she says to
O’Rourke’s camera with tears

on her cheeks and anger swelling in her face.
O’Rourke went to Bangkok to

fall in love with a prostitute and
make a movie out
it “documentary
cause some time
jumbled, but this is

tial to the film.
Combined

of it. He calls
fiction” beelements are
inconsequen-

with very good

editing and pace, the documentary format, with its grainy film

and bad sound, makes “Good

Woman” very real. It’s impos-

sible to watch this movie and

walk away without wondering

about your existence, wondering why “The Good Woman of
Bangkok” is so unsettling.

‘Formicans’ hits the fun
one asked if he was looking for

By Rita Molhoek
RJACK5

the others, he replied, “They’re

so hard to find.” Jerry, played by

Anthropologists from another

planet and a dysfunctional family make for comedy at its finest
at the Pacific Arts Center Theatre. “Tales of the Lost
Formicans” combines these concepts with finesse under the direction of HSU graduate student
Peggy Metzger.
With sets and costumes taken
from the typical suburban
American family, “Formicans”
uses the talent of the six performers to make the scenes work.
Special effects are present in one
scene when an alien from Ohio
arrives complete with a head of
triangular dimensions, buggedout eyes and silver moon boots.
On opening night the trou
played to an enthusiastic audience, whose members initially
found themselves perplexed
when they entered the

theater.

One of the characters was lying
on a sleeping bag and looking
through binoculars. When some-

first-time PAC performer Dan
Seval, was captured and probed

by the aliens in one of the play’s

best scenes.
The first act keeps the audi-

ence in hysterics while the second brings home the play’s message. Scenes calling for reverse

action and dialogue challenge
the actors and are handled professionally, as are the play’s
“Hallmark moments.” Among

the best isa female bonding scene

in which the characters engage

ina lengthy discussion of love.

After splitting with her hus-

band, the central character,
Cathy, finds herself in an emotional crisis while raising her
belligerent teenage son. She
moves back home to seek com-

fort from Mom and Dad, who
have none to give. Dad has lost

his mind while Mom eT

tries
to find it. Cathy’sbest friend,
who is recently divorced herself, is having a crisis of her own.

What: Tales of the Lost
Formicans
Where: Pacific Arts Center
Theatre, 1251 Ninth St. ‘
Arcata

When: Through Oct. 10

Tickets: $5-10, depending on
day and time, available at
the box office (822-0828)

The next-door neighbor, Jerry,
is already on another planet, in
Cathy’s mind.
The aliens’ interpretation of

the group and its surroundings
gives theperformance an added
dimension. Spotlighting pieces
of furniture and describing them
in scientific terms is amusing at
the least.
“Tales of the Lost Formicans”
is community theater at its best
and canbe experienced until Oct.
10 at the Pacific Arts Center in
Arcata. More information is
available at 822-0828.

Fresh Baked Breads « Breakfast Pastries » Cookies « Chocolate
Truffles « Espresso Coffees » Cafe Seating

Specialty Cakes » Wedding Cakes
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Now Serving Soup, Salad and Focaccia at Lunch
OPEN 7 DAYS
2223 Harrison Ave.
Eureka

442-1336

CwTvVvrvevevevveveVvVvVvwWv

600 F Street

—

Uniontown Shopping

Center * Arcata
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FESTIVAL
OF STRINGS
balalaika styles from
around the world.

Blues guitar legend.

Kate Buchanan Room

Teppeirncen naggeed

ee

oe
ICEBREAKERS Cs
AND THE

' Guitar, mandolin and

$7 Students & Seniors
$12 General

EIT
COLLINS

;

pet wth fad fon de

xin

Kate Buchanan
Room

$12 HSU Students
$15 General

hoo

MERL
SAUNDERS
& THE
RAINFOREST
BAND
Hot jams from this veteran
keyboardist and his band.

- Reggae, soca and world
beat from Trinidad,
Tobago, South America
and West Africa. Dance!

Kate Buchanan Room

Kate Buchanan Room

$8 HSU Students

$7 HSU Students

$13 General

DRUM AT THE EDGE OF MAGIC WITH

$10 General

eee oe

MICKEY HART...

The Works

TICKETS ON SALE
SEPT. 28

The New Outdoor Store
Arcata

Arcata
& Eureka

Mickey Hart leads the

world's largest drum circle
of drummers and nondrummers alike. Celebrate
life through rhythm with
friends and family.

Each participant should
bring his/her choice of
personal percussion...

This is not a performance, everyone is

‘expected to
participate.

No snare drums please.

University Ticket Office
Nelson Hall East, HSU

MORE INFO CALL

826-3928

43 99
ean

East Gym HSU
$12 HSU Students
$15 General
Purchase
your personal percussion at

Wildwood Music
1027 I St., Arcata

INFO 8

O
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In June, a small college crew
team shocked rowing’s estab-

lished powers by finishing 4th

in the nation.
The team was HSU’s freshman four.
But howae HSU’s crew
ogram,
in 1976,comFete with Division Ischools with
more than a century of rowing
tradition?
For the members of HSU’s
team the answer is simple: hard
work and determination.
Surprisingly, none of the
team’s four rowers, Blue Eisen,
Jim Evans, Sean Caenepeel,
Abe

Morrison or coxswain
who

steers the boat) Monica

Wilcoxen had ever competed in
crew before last year.
Inexperience wasn’t the only
obstacle the team faced on the
road to the Intercollegiate Roweee tion championships
held on Lake OnondagainSyra-

cuse, N.Y.

Humboldt’s rowing program
isn’t supported by the university. Instead, it’s a self-sponsored club, and last year’scoach
Phil White said the team had to

raise $1,800 in about two weeks
to pay for the trip to Syracuse.

e team obtained sponsor-

ship from several
nesses and worked
in their spare time.
HSU was one of
West Coast schools

local busiat odd jobs
;
only three
to partici-

pate in the IRA championships.
Although the team was ready
to go, it couldn’t afford to take
its own boat. Instead, it borrowed one from the Syracuse

University womens

team, as

well as oars from White's former

te

ae
DAVID V. KLEINPE TERVTHE LUMBERJACK

return to shore after a workout in Humboidt Bay.

Blue Elsen and Sean Caenepee!, members of the HSU crew club,

high school in Boston, which
were driven to Syracuse by
White's parents.
Morrison, a sophomore wildlife major , said once they were in
Syracuse the atmosphere of the
races was different
because HSU,

wasn’t the team to beat.
While other teams averaged

on technique, sophomore chemistry major Eisen said. “Our technique was good and that’s why

averaged only 163 pounds.

ment you make that is not in

not being a traditional power,

200 poundsperman,HSU’screw

For Humboldt to be competi-

we did well. Every little movesync costs you time.”

tive, the team had to concentrate

Eisen

attributed

the team’s

success to its ability to work together.

Other teams at the championships were surprised by HSU’s
success because many had never

See Crew, page 25

Freshman leads cross country pack
& While still missing home, freshman Sara Flores

enjoys college life and her number one position on
the women’s cross country team.
By Kevin Melissare

TUMBERIACK STAFF

After a three-mile jaunt through the
lush Arcata forest, Sara Flores roams Redwood Bowl, wearing a game face usually
reserved for seasoned veterans.
Behind that face she conceals the pain
as well as ,the
of training
and fa
HSU’s cross
being
of
anxiety
thrill and
country freshman phenom.

“From the standpoint of ability, she’s

naturally far ahead of a normal runner,”
said women’s cross country coach Dave
Wells. “Her rhythm and style are excellent for such a young runner.”
Flores was recruited from Bell Gardens

High School in Los Angeles, where she

competed four years on the varsity cross

country team.

CSU Fullerton and CSU Los Angeles
tried to recruit Flores but she chose HSU,
in part because of Coach Wells.
“He is real compassionate and takes
you step by step,” the business management major said.

In hig school Flores maintained a 3.0
GPA while establishing herself as a top
runner.
Flores qualified for the California Interscholastic Federation southern section
finals four years in a row.
since
Having competed incrosscountry
coach,
first
her
credits
fifth grade, she
Carlos Alfaro, with keeping her interest
in the sport.
During the 1984 Olympics, Flores’
its
of cs
olympi
an
ol
was having
scho
own. Hurting her leg in the50-yard-dash,

she was offered a

to compete in-

stead with her cousin’s cross country
team.

“I said yes because I felt I should,”

Flores said.
She has been running cross country
since.

“She's very competitive and has great

tenacity as arunner,” Wells said. “In her
first workouts with the team, Sara
showed she would finish high. She just
needs to adapt to a system that works
well for her.”
Flores seems to have found that system.

“When I run, I think about how I’m
feeling. Icontrol myselfat the beginning
and save for the end,” she said.
In her first collegiate race, Flores finand fifth overall at
ished first for
the Humboldt Invitational.
“I think I still need a lot of work in my
form, especially during my ending
sprints,” she said. “I hope I can just
improve my time at the next race.”

See Flores,
page 25
—
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Soccer
a real group effort.”
The day was no better for
the Lume:
defense.
“We hada couple of mental
breakdowns and bad calls by
the officials. Everything escalated into one big fire,” said
linebacker Russel Green.
“They’re agood team, but they
didn’t beat us physically.”
Mistakes seemed to have
been the cause for the demise
of the defense.
“One guy out of ten would
make a mistake during a
drive,” defensive coordinator

By Kevin Melissare

*

The Lumberjacks marched into
Saturday’s game with a2-0 record
and a ton of momentum, neither
of which were able to stop the 436 —s
by the St. Mary’s
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St. Mary’s big-play offense
ned 541 total
yards. The Lumrjacks netted
s on the
qed and didn’t cross midfield
until the second half.
“They beatus to the holes,” said
fullback Rodney Dickerson.
“There was no room to run.”

Ist. Week of

Intramural Play
starts Sept. 21st.
“Good Luck too
all Teams!”’

Doug Adkins said, “and un-

fortunately it would go for a
touchdown.”
The Lumberjacks stay on
the road heading, to Ashland,
Ore., to take on Southern Or-

In his first start of the year, quar-

terback Chris Oswald completed
11 of 20 with one interception.
“It all starts with pass protection,” Oswald said. “There were

some bad routes and I missed a
couple of wide- open guys. It was

egon State Saturday at 1:30

p.m.

Men’s cross country

Disc Golf
Tournament
October 3, 1992.

are on a quest for the champion-

Triathlon
September 27,
1992, 10a.m.

Drop-in
Recreation
hours still
available.
For more
information

come by the
Intramural
Office (Forbes

Complex #151))
or call 826-6011.

“th e men finished first and the
women third at the Stanislaus In-

es

Senior Chris Parmer led the
team, placing second overall.

Szechuan

opening goal was followed by
three goals scored by striker Dale
Strawn with assists by defend-

Mandarin

-
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ers Moussa Konare and Dave
Colley.

Spikers win
one away
On Saturday the lady ‘Jacks

beat Oregon Institute of Technology in Ashland, Ore., while
losing to Southern Oregon State.
With the single victory, the
team

moves

to an even

4-4

record.
Janay Bainbridge and Abby
Ackroyd continue to spark the
team’s attack, combining for 93
kills in the both games.

ene

rer aertT ETS

Wa?

two scrappy goals,” said
midfielder Phil Rouse. “Saturday we came out and played

defender Brian Jordan. Rouse’s

Coach Dave Wells said when
Division II rankings are released, HSU will be ranked between 8th and 12th nationally.
The women, ranked 19th nationally, tied for third place
with Chico State.
Freshman Sara Flores led in
the women's 88-point finish.

ints.

midfielder Jed Smith scored one
goal each.
“On Friday’s game we scored

Rouse scored the first goal of

. After winelig bath races of
the season so far, cross country

vitational last Saturday in
Modesto.
With 38 points, the men ran
away easily from their closest
competitor, UC Davis, with 66

The HSU soccer
team defeated
College of Notre Dame in two
road
, 2-0 Friday and 4-0
Sa
In the first game forward
Kamika
Sherwood
and

the game with an assist from

Parmer completed the 5-mile
course in 25:30.
Senior Reed Elmore and junior Cory Trovinger rounded
out Humboldt’s top three over= finishers —
and 10th
ace respectively.

‘ letic Conference crosscountry season is under way and HSU’s teams

By Harry Kassakhian

pounded Notre Dame.

to third place
The Northern California Ath-

bounces
opponent

some really good soccer.”
On Saturday the ‘Jacks

wins, women stride
By Ben McMorries

squad

a

HSU sports calendar

Northern California Athletic Conference sports standings
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The Lumberjack

Tourney, Fort Lewis, Colo

Soccer

Friday, Sept. 25, at San Jose St.
7:30 p.m.
Sept. 26,
Saturday,
Westminster College, 5 p.m.

at

vs. Grand Canyon College, 3 p.m.
SOURCE: HSU Sports Information

SOURCE: HSU Sports Information

ained confidence after the seccae day of competition.
“I felt we were prepared for

Cw

Cr
:

the race and we were ready

econtinued from page 23

to

The team was nervous but

Flores

mance to other HSU henietalle
ting against such schools as

run by herself, but at HSU she

from page

because those teams are spon-

the race, White said, finishing

much more financial support

Flores chopped one minute

have

sored by their schools and

has competition. “I stay with the

girlsand they stay with me.”

Behind Flores’ competitive
face, she can only hide so much,
and she can’t hide her homesickness.
“I miss my family the most —

and 11 seconds off her previous
time Saturday at the Stanislaus
Invitational.

than Humboldt.
White said Cornell probably
has a rowing budget as big as
HSU’s entire sports budget.
“They have boat houses thatlook
like Founders Hall.”
Caenepeel said “it was a year
to remember.”

little more

In high school Flores would

23

tinued

§ ,

raskaorUCLAandwinning

race the best crews,” he said.

behind Navy, Princeton and
Massachusetts Institute for Technology, while beating Wisconsin and Cornell.
The team’s finish in the 2,000meter course in 6:59 was only
the third time it had broken the
seven minute barrier all year.

confident before the final race,
said sophomore anthropology
major Evans.
e were racing against the
best but that didn’t intimidate
us,” he said
Caenepeel,
a
sophomore masnctlampeniecanid theteam

country has been a
challenging.

continued

The team rowed well during

heard of Humboldt.

But the adjustment to cross

perfor-

| White compared their

Although Flores said cafeteria

food is greasier than her mom’s
cooking, and the dorms are a
little noisy, she’s adjusting well
to college life.

we are very close,” she said.

ALSO...
¢ 1 9
BREAKFAST SPECIAL
e

MON-FRI.

7 a.m.-10 a.m.
and

Sat. & Sun. CHAMPAGNE BRUNCH!!

Breakfast served until 3 p.m. daily
¢ 1057 H Street ¢ Arcata °

¢ 822-4650 «

(~)

oN:

Margaritas & Strawberry Margaritas- $2.50

70-9.;

FRIDAY-SATURDAY
11p.m.-3a.m.

§) FREE SALSA & CHIPS |
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HSU STUDENTS!!
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9p.m. to midnight

f ALABAMA SLAMMERS
1/2 LITERS $2.75
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$2 a shot ¢ $12 a pitcher

“== Sundays- Hot Dog & Beer $1.00
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ps] “== Monday- FREE Hot Dogs!!!
Miller Genuine, Bud,
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822-2302

865 9th Street
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Regular hours: Mon. thru Fri. 7 a.m to 3 p.m.
Sat. & Sun 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
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¢ Family Planning

—

Counseling fo men-women-children

¢ Family

sboats and motorcycies as welll

as thik, Sera

OVER

Mark A Hise MS-DDS

OPEN

DAILY

Humboidt County’s “For Sale By Owner Lot”

$99 month space fee

THE FOOtaRIpce”

822 - 2481
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Commissions

Medicine

fee based on sliding scale, insurance or Medi-Cal
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| 14th & Broadway - Eureka + 442-2471 | |1225BSt.

oe

822-5105
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HUG
DAY *
FACTORY & WAREHOUSE

‘Buy * onwea
Sell + Trade ee

Loans

mph SE be:
Wools, wool blends, medium
and heavyweight.
Sale $2.99 to $4.99

+
Sunny

Brae

OUTLET SALE
(Reg. $4.99 to $8.99)

Animal

©

lini

VACCINATION
CLINIC
SATURDAY, SEP. 26
1 to 3 p.m.

All vaccinations,
heartworm testing,
Lyme disease testing,
pr feline leukemia/

Th-wy
20% OFF

PACKS!

Sept. 23, 24, 25, 26, 27
Wed., Thur., Fri., Sat., Sun.
Jf
USED RENTAL
We're

rental fleet of outdoor gear.

These items
been rented for one season.
Don't mise some of these incredible values!

ENCES

| oot.
used rentals

oy

BACKPACKING
TENTS

save 10%Eureka:
To 30% WO
ovr _

FIV testing available at
reduced rates
900 Buttermilk Ln.
Arcata

822-5124

Discover Kinko's)
where
a good Mac
is easy
to find.
If trying to find a computer
wins do ken
pu

eerie

a

5 die

eae:

come
into Kinko's.
You can work on a Mac

Weight

‘ea'e & Women's ug. 610.00

HELLY HANSEN
POLYPROPYLENE

Reg. 912.99 SALE $10.99
BLAQKFQUIPMENS,
DIAMOND
TUD.
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INTAIN SUP PLY
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«e Eureka ¢ 445-1711
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EDITORIAL

Why walk out?
tudents are at HSU to learn;
walking out of class hurts

no one except themselves.

CSU students on as many as
seven campuses will participate in
teach-ins and rallies today and
tomorrow to protest the 40 percent fee increase. Some A.S.
members at HSU have encouraged students to “walk out” of
class tomorrow for a broad range
of reasons, one of which is to
show administrators that students
aren’t willing to pay an additional

$372 a year.
Students should attend the
teach-in to gain knowledge to
help them fight for a better CSU
system; but to skip class in protest
is to give up the fight. The CSU
system will continue to function,
and teachers, administrators and
Gov. Pete Wilson will continue to
get paid whether or not students
attend classes.
Student leaders have alleged the
fee increase was illegal, and
perhaps the CSU Board of Trustees did violate the Donahoe

dents walk out of class.

ing fees 40 percent. But it’s time

Economic hardships continue to
grow in California. Walkouts

for students to face reality. The

wont attract any more attention

Higher Education Act by increasCSU system is dealing with $146

million in budget cuts that aren’t
going to disappear because stu-

and won’t have any more impact

now than the Wilsonville shantytown on the art quad had last

they won’t hear us if we walk out

spring. Of course education

The best way to make Sacramento and Long Beach listen is to
inundate them with letters. Then
let them hear you loud and clear
in November.

should be a priority, but legislators in Sacramento and CSU
trustees in Long Beach didn’t hear

students at Humboldt then, and

tomorrow.

Letters to the edifor
Trees’ importance
I have a great concern about the editorial “Not in my back yard” (Sept. 9). I
understand what the article was saying;
however, I di
with the style it
it
used and the message conveyed.
The environment is important to evin the world. However, weshould
eryone
of ourselves locally, before we
care
take
can save the world. It is important that
thepro
willoccur
in our “back yard”
because it relates directly to the students,
faculty and townspeople.
We should care about our surroundings and the environment around us. All
roperty does border other property;
jowever, ours is very important.

One, it

adds to the beauty of the school and
campus. Another, many environmental

classes use the woods for educational
reasons, especially piology and forestry.
Also, the people within the community
use the woods to relax and learn about
themselves. Finally, many students attend HSU as an escape from
the city,
trading the hazards of cars for the oxygen-siving trees.

To conclude, I am against the editorial
that states “Not in my back yard is an
irrational opposition.” The trees deal directly with the entire town and the students’ education both in and out of the
classroom.

K.P. Hogan
freshman, undeclared

Other tree options
This is an open letter to members of the

McDowell family.

about the 83-acre forest
Tam con
that you need
behind HSU. I understand
to pay off the inheritance taxes of the
operty. However, I believe the entire

t behind HSU should be considered

a community forest.
, What occurs in one part
occurs in the ae
ar

options

06621.
must be received
by § p.m. Friday, and
mustbe 200 words or less. Lowers and guest cohumne
muet include the writer's name, city, prone number,
ene)
and year in echeol Ii rem a student. They
oon
to editing for grammar, style, content and

open,

as

property purchased by the alee or

The forest has tremendous value
to the
students, the faculty
and the community.
Please take this into consideration when

reaching your decision regarding our
precious forest.
‘Greg Cooper,
junior, business

KHSU challenge
I have just finished your article on the
effectsof the budget crisison KHSU (Sept.
16th issue). I have been an enthusiastic
supporter of the station for many years
and believe it offers our campusand community an important alternative to the
commercial stations in our area. We need
KHSU to give voice to diverse points of
view, to educate and entertain us. I am

war. Skee any

year,
, staff,
students and comments emus who
enjoy its programing to do the same.
Good listening!
Barbara Goldberg

assistant professor,

English Sipectosent

KHSU suggestions
This is an open letter to KHSU radio:
The recent earthquakes that hit
Humboldt County were disastrous to
many people; but one problem that could
have been averted wasa lack of information. The scant information I got came
from KXGO radio out of the
Bay Area.
ee

KHSU

kept on their regular program-

ming schedule as if oblivious to the uncertain, confused and uninformed people
of this county. This act was reprehensible, especially for a radio station that
calls itself “community” radio.
In the future, if any disaster of this
nature occurs, have prepared instructions
for disc jockeys. Stop the music and let
people know what's
going on. Take calls
from The People and relay the information. It’s easy.
ember, radio is one of
the few links of communication during a
disaster. Don’tleave usin the dark. Please.
Oh, and ah, more classic rock ‘n’ roll
Cre you know— Skynard, Pink Floyd,
ethro Tull...
David Ross
senior, social science

Response to Pete
Tam writingin response to your article
“Local man spreads happiness, friend-

ship.”

Teves very different response to Pete
than those mentioned in your article.
Every time I walk past Pete he yells “Hey
baby,” or “I love you.” Interestingly he
has never said things like this to me while
Ihave been accompanied by a man.
Ihave heard many other women complain of Pete yelling inappropriate sexist
.

See Letters, page 28
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Peace, love, and the —

NIGHTMARE

AMERICAN
By Harry Kessekhian

ould you give a
Band - Aid
to
someone
who
"had cancer?

Most

Americans

now

know that Reagan’s “Morning in America” was a false
dawn.

I’m not ie
ifying Reagan
asascapegoat.
He just made

America feel good about itself, numbing the pain like
heroin.
I n L.A. and New York, corporate headare in skyscrapers. Exxon,

Texaco,
GE, General Foods. These golden
labels flutter in and out of our minds.
They flash for 30 seconds, in a blur of
bodies, speeding acrossa billboard promising eternal youth.
The commercials say,“Buy and you
shall be saved.” Meanwhile, the obscure
public
TV station airs questions on ethics
and conduct.
“Cops” leads the Nielsen ratings. The
kids eat cornchips and watch every episode behind the latchkey. But there’s no
TV show called “Bill of Rights.”
A man in Milwaukee commits canni-

balism. There’s a movie filmed on it that
will be released on Halloween.Will the
children discern between “reality” and
make-believe?
Profits...

U

nderneath the skyscrapers in the
alleys, the mentally ill rummage

for food.

The dispensed ine of layoffs
are on the sidewalk. They hold a cardboard sign, left to make excuses for themselves for the benefit of taxpayers’ con-

Ohm

sciences.

It’s voting time. Big glitz podiums and
cornucopia promises, alphabet-soup bureaus and lower income tax are there for
those who bother to listen.
Heroin numbsand aspirin is nota cure.
L ate in August of ‘69, half a million
people got together to
ve to
some tunes,
get high, and maybe,
just be.
But that was a long time ago, wi
“Helter Skelter” wasn’t a double
entendre. Some tried to run away, leave,
escape to the forest in the hills.
Here comes PL. Here comes C.A.M.P.
In the mess called America, which
stretches from the quixotic ideals of the
HSU quad to the graffiti in the urinals of
Port Authority, New York, lies a crazy
dream
bad.
I could quote you statistics
about illiteracy in prison, incarceration rates, eco-

4

this or eco-that.
But I won’t. I'll just say that they gavea
20-year-old Santa Cruz resident 15 years
for four doses of LSD. The DEA weighed

the four sugarcubes, and under mandasentencing, he was convicted.

years with no parole. Speaking

&

of LSD reminds meie
of

ret

the “Starhis version of the national anthem when
the U.S. was
Vietnam.

I can hear it in the

. When I hear

Hendrix's Star-Spangled
v1 = is
this a rage against a dream betra

Ss; Le Harvey Oswald “actingale ne.”
traqis
ty
An innocent verdict from Simi Valley's

smug, “law and order” citizens, who afterwards
may have shopped
at the mall
or watched the riots on cable, comes to
mind when hearing the electric StarSpangled Banner.

ere we are in Humboldt County.
The answer isn’t
as simple as a
vote, be it “Green” or “Clinton.” It’s not
OL pattie nae
eon
ot

100, political science, philosophy or ecol-

that “CHiPs” is aun,

A Rasta-haired funk-

on

|ne

since there’s nothing thateven
do to change your mind.
The burning
of L.A. wasa fierce, tragic
eee
Blood clouds
the eyes,
nothing matters. Of course the Army was
quick to guard the
pers.
Tell me about it, acid’s poison, pot is

death. Skyscrapers are just buil

‘Tasnonenalage peoplaieaile atabunch
of guye
to make a pro
rust” oan Clinton is
Tals Soiile viel 6 id sctieidins og
TS

tree just another concert,

and I wasn’t there.

Don’t worry. I'll sign the petition and
vote.

ogy.

tells me, “Choose or

Awhile back, people got real upsetand
burned down L.A.
If you think they were just looters, and

;

MTV

.” MTVis

owned by Bank of America.=

__

.. Kaseak
ie 4 Lumberjack
hia
staff n
writer.
iccinateinelinedeeme
«

©

Letters
¢ Continued from page 27
remarksat themas they walkby.
Pete's catcalls are just as intimidating as any other man’s. Just
because he says them with a

smile doesn’t make them any

less una
Recently
ome

le.
I have started conwhen he calls out

to me in an ina

ner. I hope oar

te man-

wells will

follow suit. Homelessness
is no
excuse
for sexism.

—

P. Hiser

sophomore, liberal studies

ee

OPINION

A city somewhere

Abortion: a historical look

between Berkeley
and Weaverville

of abortion and examine
historically its underlying philosophy.
In a telegram to Congress on
Sept. 9, 1977, Rev. Jesse Jackson,
who referred to abortion as
“genocide against the black
race,” denounced, “As a matter
of conscience, I must oppose the
use of federal funds for a policy
of killing infants.”
Upon a brief investigation of
Planned Parenthood, the world’s

Lean to the left, lean to the right, stand up, sit down,

fight!

fight, fight,

real y understood that old high school football
I never
cheer, but it sure describes the way I feel about this crazy
town sometimes.

Arcata is like some mad city planner’s joke, the urban
double-stitching of a patch of Weaverville and a swatch of
Berkeley with conservative thread and liberal bobbin. The
resulting ideological patchwork has a long history, and
HSU has played a key role.
Intheearly’70s, when students and liberals spoke up and
elected HSU student Wesley Chesbro and then HSU grad
Dan Hauser to the City Council, the town’s political pendulum swung from theright
to the left. It continued
the left for 20
to g
swingin
’
‘

Editor’s

yerPolitical

Not
i

yf | ie

ma

pendulums

have an inertial quality
about them — once they
start in a new direction
they can continue unhindered for long stretches.
But the end of the swing

is often bounded by simpl: events that transform into
ideological lightning rods.
Arcata’s lightning rod came in the form of the draft
resolution during the Gulf War; the outcry over
—
ution acted as friction to the swing of Arcata’s
the
political pendulum, slowing it down and then rapidly
accelerating it the other way.
Long-dormant subscribers of contrary ideologies began
tocling to the pendulum, increasing its weight and momentum. These newly activated citizens expressed frustration
from yearsof non-representation in political decision-mak-

new movement accelerated virtually unchecked,
its apex in April’s election, when council candiCarl Pellatz, both supported by the
dates Lou Blaser and
conservative Concerned Citizens For Arcata, defeated an
HSU student and a left-wing environmentalist.
Though political pendulums have their extremes, over
time they create equilibrium. In Arcata this translates into
healthy dialogue, such as the dialogue over Hemp Fest
West or urban campers.
This weekend’s Hemp Fest is a misuse of city property, a
bad atmosphere for families and a terrible ploy to promote
pot smoking. Or it’s the promotion of an excellent fiber
resource that could relieve economic stress in Humboldt
County. The show will go on, says the city. The protest will
be more intense than last year, says the opposition.
Urban campers set bad examples for children, they panOr they are
handle and create fire and health hazards.
who care
values,
positive
people who lovingly reinforce
about the land and have rights of their own.
Only in Arcata.

A chorus of voices

These are the voices of long-time residents and HSU
students, conservatives and liberals, right and left. But it’s
inaccurate to lump Arcata’s vocal residents into any one
qualifiers such as “sodally” and “fiscally”
. Perhaps
to precede labels like “conservative” and “liberal.”
ne d
Arcata residents benefit from the diverse ideologies of
le and students. No matter what belief
working-class
to find staunch vocal opposition
sure
we're
any of us hold,
and the City Counresidents
other
ae support — from
Arcata is a town as far from Weaverville or Berkeley in

politcal dimingse 90 iis in alien. Oe
correctness

a back seat to honest

ee

Sew

A town
on.

where residents lean to the left, to the right, know when to

stand up, when to sit down, and when to fight. Let’s hope

it never changes.

chief.
editor in’s
Britt is The Lumberjack

et’s forget

the nadie conabedey

provider, and

the principles of founder Margaret Sanger, the “cause” was

never freedom of choice but a
purposeful killing of a specific
group of people.
When

Sanger

born, two others are victims of
abortion.

cs, which included a dis-

momentaril

largest abortion

For every three black babies

issue of Birth Control Review to

By Jose Cardenas

began

her

advocation of birth control in

article entitled “Eugenic
Sterilization,” written by Ernst

Ofall abortions,43 percentare
‘ormed on black women.

Rudin, Hitler's director of
netic sterilization and founder

In 1990, Life magazine honored Sanger as
one of the cen-

of the Nazi Society for Racial Hy-

tury’s most im-

ene.

Am-

portant

If she intended

birth control tobe “We do not

ericans 4 ne

In 1933, she
pe
a

garded the im=
oe

birt
k in
butcom,
contro
WOId
the
who migne WANT
He
pletely disreto get out that
these be?
the

“un-

“The
she ca
Negro Project,”

designed to pro-

we

to

want

exterminate

the

Negro

er philosophy
in “The Negro

Project.”

One of Sang-

g

mote birth control

reneei
Te thood
POR
SS
P.
_
iporely thewalking
SANGEoodR down
RET Parenth
MARGA
educa.
cessful
path
Planned
tional approachto
Negro

founder

is

that Ms. Sanger

1923, she declared in her article,

the

“More children from the fit, less
from the unfit, that is the chief
aim of birth control.”
An evil declaration indeed it
was, since her vision aimed at

Sanger said in 2
though
black
Birth Control Rewomen
are
the
majority
users
of
view. “Wedo not want the word
continabortion, their presence
to get out that we want to exterues to be virtually non-existent
minate the Negro population,

“Pivot of Civilization,” from the through a relimagazine Birth Control Review: _ gious appeal,”

killing “the unfit.”

Birth control, Sanger said in

that samearticle, would resultin

a “race of thoroughbreds.”
Morethan
one similarity arises

between Sanger’s ideals and

those of the Nazi party during
World War II.
She dedicated her April 1933

carved out for
us.” dill
And still, al-

in the midst of white, upper-

and the minister is the man who

middle-class crowds who gather
in Washington, ironically, battling for the freedom of black
women to kill their children.

can straighten out that idea if it
occurs to any of the more rebel-

lious members.”

In America today, 70 percent

of abortion clinics operated by

Planned Parenthood existin African-American or Latinoneigh-

Cardenas is The Lumberjack’s sports
editor.

borhoods.

Walking out of classes:
the spirit of democracy
By Robert Scheer

overbooking of their talents. These are the seeds

Walking out of classes tomorrow is a minor
price to pay for our education.
Parks refused to give up her seat at
In 1955,
represented the
the front of a bus, and in doing so,
felt social
who
majority of African Americans
change was 400 years overdue. She risked herlife.
Although far from complete,

American juggernaut. What can we do?

eres”
Se
rights movement
civil

=

which promise to grow into an undereducated

the
have

pate tr

justice is due.
Mi ohe young man who faced

quer os tanks in os
uring

summer 0

ie
Ng

Start by participating in today’s teach-in and
tomorrow’s walkout. Will it be self-defeating, because people will be cheating themselves out of an
education by leaving classes that they paid for? To
students who believe this: Have you ever skipped
a class to hit the beach or

= self-defeataye

You

Svar

skipped a class to

_

in front of Donahue?
lounge
have, then please
Ever? If

P

Eva’ Kyou

le feel that the
Most
individuals to
as
ttle
do
can

change what their institution

dictates. Groups

give

hit the
p of
ted a larger
Chinese students and citizens
who were dissatisfied with
ruled by an elite group
of elders. He risked his life. In the near future,
when China’s young leaders emerge, I'd like to
ount.
think social change will be
felt the
students
I'll bet last year many
current budget scandal would dissolve and the
money to pay for our education would emerge
from some obscure government loan. Wrong {We
deal
to e
now. We hav
are faced with the problem
qualhours at campus offices,
with reduced
laid off, and in some cases
ity instructors
who must offer less to sturs
instructo
g
returnin
dents as a result of administrators’ gross

le

raaiey Ww Counce
an op
ideasoff others who have common goals. Those who attended the spring rally on the
Arcata Plaza to express concern over the Rodney
King verdict (many of whom missed classes) had
an opportunity to write letters to our leaders in
Sacramento and Washington — and learn.
© Theenergy generated by today’sand tomorrow's
well as Mexico
states, as s
vitie
in several
campusacti
about
agreement
and Canada, will help solidify
how the mismanagement
of America is affecting
our schools.

beach?

Scheer is a Lumberjack staff photographer.
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FOR SALE

OPPORTUNITIES

BOOTS. PRE
SKIS,
200cm M5, LOOK 3D system
bindings, Nordica Boots Size 25.0
(fits men's 11-12.) All used only
four times. Skis and bindings,

TEXTBOOK BUYER; 1st or 3rd
year student to work on-campus
with faculty and students. Set your
own schedule but must be willing
to work 10-15 hours/week. Must

7186.

Average starting
motivated.
compensation $10-15/hr. Please

COMPUTER

COLOR

be outgoing, honest and self-

Nathan 822-

$350, boots $150.

leaveamessageforStevetoretum

SYSTEM

your call at 503-488-0945.

mse,
for financ
with modem, progra
more,
and
games
rum,
‘ audio spect
es
floppi
13
drive,
interface, disk
Fine condition.

with case.

822-7361.

HEALTH AND WEALTH-Yes, it's
possible while you're still in school
(learning or teaching). You can
make extra money each month
telling and sharing your excitement
about our marketing group. Make
your own hours! 822-6979. Leave
a message please.

Dale

930

OFF-SEASON ICE-HOCKEY
PROFESSIONAL
BAUER

ROLLER BLADES. Laser 150
with kryptonic wheels. size 6.
Unused. 822-5910.

REDWOOD REGION AUDUB:

“WOW”-Don't be left in someone
else's mental dust. Set our brain
on fire with our natural liquid
nutrients! Better than coffee or
soda. They work! Order now
before you're under the weight of
mid-terms and finals! 822-6979
Guaranteed Satisfaction.

to
pertaining
project
or
conservation or environmental
Contact scholarship
issues.
chairperson Jude Roberti 4442770.
OCCASIONAL BABYSITTER
KIDS.
ED
FOR 7 SWELL
NEED
Black
fense,
Must know sedi-de
Strong
ended.
Belt recomm
psychology background with
childhood
on
emphasis
schizophrenia, food-fighting and
similar behavior patterns probably
Call Mrs. Frenzee, 555—

YARD SALE- Sat & Sun 9/26& 9/
27, 9 a.m.-4 p.m. at 11th st &
Spring, 1 blk E. of Union.

GARAGE SALE Sat, Sept 26, 9
a.m.-1 p.m. 1585 L St., across
from Arcata High School. Great
bargains, furniture, household
items, rugs, art, books

THRILLS
FREEFALL BUNGEE!

CLUBS

&

GREEKS

826-2001 or 822-0788

FOR RENT
TOWNHOUSE IN ARCATA. This
is agreat opportunity to have your
living expenses covered by
roommates. With normal down,
payments are less than prevailing
Worth exploring the
rents.
possibilities! Pro-Pacific Realty
@30
822-1757

PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
cost.
No obligatiNoon.
You also get a FREE

AUTOMOTIVES
1962 SUZUUKI GS750E.
clean

and

reliable,

Very
$1000

(accessories).1976 Datsun B210,
reliable, economical, $500 takes
it. 822-3821

MUSTANG
FORD
‘65
FASTBACK, 6 cylinder, original,
Pony interior, 2 new tires, runs

well, needs paint job. $4500. Call
Nicole 822-7126.

‘72

VW

SUPER

BEETLE.

Excellent condition, very clear!

$2300. Call Susan at 826-1753.

=
ae
vos
Traverse-Power Drive Sound

titles, from
10,000 y.
Over an
Comp
the 40’s to the 90's. Compact
discs, lighting. Serving all of
California and Oregon. Call 4448566, mess. or eve.

@s0

HENDERSON STREET WORD
PROCESSING! For all yourtyping
needs, call 443-6128 and ask for
1144
Mearl.

Tina
CallR?
NEED A BABYSITTE
Bolling, 822-7976.
NEED ACADEMIC TYPING?
Send cassette(s) or legible copy
to Execu-TYPE-Express. Prompt
ing. Laser
te
word process
& accura
P. O. Box
71.
nting. 445-57
155, Cutten,CA 95534-0155. 120

Of RE stom.’
ORGANIZATIONS
VEGAN BEGETARIAN CLUB
11POTLUCK every Wed
116.
Hall
Nelson
1 p.m.
WATCHERS monitoring timber
Fridays, 1-4 p.m.,
harvest
Nelson Hall 118. info-Orange 822930
6896.

REN
S
CHILD
ADULTPU
ON-CAM

OF ALCOHOLICS meetingTuesdays at 1 p.m. in NHE 119.

SPEAKER
BULGARIAN
me learn
felp
you
Can
D.
WANTE
lessons
for
pay
Will
ge?
the langua
h or
Spanis
in
lessons
for
or trade
56.
ESL. 822-16

BABYSITTER WANTED IN MY
Prefer
HOME.
ARCATA
some
with
experienced individual
weekday mornings or afternoons
free. Call after 6:30 p.m. 8260357.

HEALING GLOBAL WOUNDS;
indigenous Forum & Ceremony
October 2-12, 1992 in Las Vegas
& Nevada Test Site. All nuclear
testing done on indigenous
people's lands; over 900 bombs
exploded on Western Shoshone
land, the most bombed nation in
the world. Join local citizens at this
event. We meet Tuesdays, 7 p.m.,
Siemens Hall 128 or call the 100th
wea
Monkey @ 826-3454.

Arcata
Community for 140 years
the
and
Serving Christ

us for:

Bible study and social events
Worship

music-voice

and

handbell

each word

thereafter.

And

students get a
special price:

HELP WANTED
ads are the
best deal yet:
they’re

1761 11th St.

Great

Just $5 for 25
words, 10¢ for

$2 for 25
words and 5¢
for each word
thereafter.

The
Arcata United Methodist Church

Catlege

You can buy it,
sell it, ask it or
tell it right here
for the
right price.

Info: 826-5015.

WANTED

hie enn.
NEURO
Spiritually Alive

Join

Lumberjack
Classifieds
really work!

FREE!

choirs

Contemporary

Music

Worship

9:40 a.m

Place Classified Ads at

IORI a

the University Ticket

Service

Office in Nelson Hall

before 4 p.m. Fridays.

ITEP KU
S¢

1O

a KGXO)

College
Group

a.m

Humboldt NORML
Sunday

Call

6 pom

822-1963

Hemp

Fest West '92

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER
26, 1992

10 TO.6 REDWIOOD PAPK, ARCATA CALIFORIA
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(CALENDAR = emu
September 23

¢ “Tales of the Lost

3)

Slicing into history

Et
Cetera
¢ Blood drive in the
Forestry Building lounge, 11

a.m. to 4 p.m.

e Scholar Benefit Dinner,
6:30 p.m. at the Depot, 8263949 for information.
e “The Eloquence of
Women’s Lives: A Feminist
Perspective” by lecturer
Karen Foss, Stun at the Van

Duzer Theater, 826-3949 for
information.

° “Teaching Science, Math
and ae in ae
” slide
show at 6
elson Hall
West 232, 96-3342 for
information.

for information.

September 26
e Festival of Strings, 8 p.m.
in the Kate Buchanan Room,
826-3928 for information.

Et
Cetera
¢ Second Annual Hemp
Fest West, 10 a.m. to 6 pm in
Arcata’s Redwood Par:

¢ Dinosaur Day, 10 a.m. to

September 24
Education
¢ Deadline to drop classes
without special circumstances.

_—

at the HSU Natural

tory Museum, 826-4479

for information.

September 27

MEG LAWS / THE LUMBERJACK
This obsidian blade was found on the drought-dried lake bottom of Clear Lake National
Wildlife Refuge. Removing artifacts can ruin archaeological studies and can be illegal.

;

Et Cetera

e Albert Collins and the

neat a Round

sion at 5 = in the Burke

Icebreakers, 9 p.m. in the
Kate Buchanan Room, 8263928 for information.

House, 826-3551 for information.

e 7th Annual I Block

Benefit from 1 to 8 p.m.
on I
St. between 10th
and 11th Streets.
822-4213 for information.

e Merryman’s

Hoopster Golf

A

Tournament at
Beau Pre Golf

September 25

7

-

North Coast Inn

Course in McKinleyville, 8263666 for information.

e “In Search of Mayan

September 28

Genealogies,” third of HSU’s
lecture series on the ancient
Maya, 7 p.m. in FH 118, 8221515 for information.

Education

¢ Art exhibition by HSU
student Daphne _-—>

by Fred Cranston at 4 p.m. in
Science A 475.

a.m. to 11 p.m.

Et Cetera

Et
Cetera

Osell from 8

e “Radioactivity,” lecture

oe”

in the
Karshner
Lounge of the
University Center, 826-4149
for information.
¢ Third Annual International Students’ Union
Welcoming Reception, 7 to 9
= in the Kate
m, 826-3917 or 826-3361
for information.
e Folk dance classes,
7 to 9

pa.
.m. at the Presb
urch, 11th

G Streetsin

Sr

e “Community Health

Education and Nursing in
Malawi,” slide show at 6 p.m.
in Nelson Hall West 232, 6.
3342 for information.

September 29

e Fourth Annual Mad
River Dune Run/Walk, 9
a.m. in Mad River County
Park, 822-4360 for information.
e Short-course triathlon at

Et
Cetera

826-6011 for information.

443-6806 for information.

10 a.m. at Forbes Complex,

® Tere

Expo and Symposium, 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. at the Eureka Inn,

Have an event coming up¢
Want to see it on this page¢

i

Send or bring calendar
information on campus and
community events to The
Lumberjack Calendar,

NHE 6, HSU, Arcata.

_
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this space.
customers.

To advertise in The Lumberjack,

call 826-3259
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An alternative

philosophy for the
thinking person.

LEARN THINGS THEY CAN'T
COLLEGE!
|} TEACH YOU INaieeceaiiiii
imiatamaabin
|
\

you really are. Find that you have the
power to change your life. Learn how you

fee
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Discover the truth of who and what
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- too can live adundantly, securely and
e

e4e

ee

with endless opportunities to succeed in

relationships, personal growth and in the

Volunteer tutors help kids grade K-12 in the local
community, in either :

ae

frotttal and rewarding lives.
the Eureka Church of Religious Science
Sunday Service

9:30

a.m.

| as tmuch cokdese
toot pup

. ee

YOUTH EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
_

Red Lyon Inn, Humboldt Bay Room, Eureka, CA.

443-5743 weekdays

ee

Meetings “— Thurs. 6-7

establish for themselves successful,
a
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Philosophy confirms the proposition that

all people are singularly empowered to

F ol'end | medicine be
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workplace. The Science of Mind
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COFFEEHOUSE
° CAPPUCINO
° PASTRIES
° FIREPLACE
° JUICE BAR

TL irre

OPEN EVERY DAY

INCLUDING HOLIDAYS

TTItih nm

AOT TUBS

SUNDAY — THURSDAY:
NOON TO 1 1PM
FRIDAY & SATURDAY:
NOON TO 1 AM
— Gift Certificates Available —

CORNER 5TH & J STREETS, ARCATA © CALL 822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS

|

